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CATHAOIRLEACH’S FOREWORD 

The Committee was pleased to facilitate an examination of the topic ‘Courts and 
Courthouses’. 
 
In selecting this topic, the Committee acknowledged that many courthouses 
experience outstanding issues in terms of their need for refurbishment and renovation, 
ranging from providing victim friendly services and facilities, to providing adequate 
facilities for vulnerable court users and for those with disabilities. Furthermore, the 
Committee recognised the significant impact that the COVID-19 pandemic had on the 
day-to-day management of courthouses and the importance of identifying the lessons 
that may be learnt from this period for the future of courthouse practices.  
 
In reaching out to stakeholders to gain diverse perspectives on the condition of Irish  
courthouses, the written submissions and witnesses provided the Committee with an 
insight into several areas where they deemed it was most important to make 
improvements. Among these key areas identified include the balance between 
maintaining the historical and heritage elements of courthouses while needing to 
undertake necessary refurbishments; the effective provision of courthouse services 
for vulnerable victims; and the design of courthouses for those with visible and invisible 
disabilities. 

The Committee has made a number of recommendations for these areas and a copy 
of this report and recommendations will be sent to the Minister for Justice. The 
Committee looks forward to working proactively and productively with the Minister to 
address the issues identified regarding the conditions and facilities of courthouses in 
Ireland.  
 
I would like to express my gratitude on behalf of the Committee to all the witnesses 
who attended our public hearing to give evidence and those who forwarded written 
submissions to the Committee. 

.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
James Lawless TD (FF) [Cathaoirleach] 
July 2022 
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COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following recommendations were made by the Committee in relation to the topic: 

1. The Committee recommends that a standard approach, potentially on a 

regulatory footing, be devised and applied to the provision of services across 

all courthouses in Ireland to ensure consistency in services is provided.  
 

2. The Committee recommends that relevant agencies and bodies implement a 

co-ordinated approach to gathering and sharing disaggregated data on the 

number of disabled individuals who engage with court services, to better devise 

services for these users.  
 

3. The Committee recommends that funding be set aside for the Courts Service 

for the purpose of creating an area of their website in plain English, to make it 

more accessible for vulnerable court users and other groups.  
 

4. The Committee welcomes the intention to reduce the transport of prisoners for 

court appearances and to allow appearance via video link.  
 

5. The Committee recommends that increased investment be provided towards 

the use of remote video technology to undertake court proceedings where 

appropriate, including adequate provision of broadband and Wi-Fi.  
 

6. While welcoming the proposed increased use of remote video technology to 

undertake court proceedings, the Committee recommends that this should not 

be used in place of refurbishing courthouses to ensure they are accessible for 

all citizens.  
  

7. The Committee welcomes the system of staggered court lists introduced during 

the pandemic and recommends that this system be maintained for the 

management of court matters going forward.  
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8. The Committee encourages the swift development and progression of the 

family law centre at Hammond Lane.  

 
9. The Committee encourages the progression of the redevelopment of Naas 

courthouse.  

 

10. The Committee recommends preferably the appointment of a second judge to 

the Naas District and/or, as an alternative, that the district boundaries be 

redrawn to ease the pressures in this district as a matter of urgency. 

 

11. The Committee recommends that a grade one conservation architect should 

assess Tralee courthouse, with a view to a possible refurbishment, before a 

decision is taken to move court services from the current Ashe Street site.  

 

12. The Committee recommends that, in keeping with the view of the witness from 

the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage, that the 

preservation of existing courthouses protects built heritage and reduces 

emissions in addition to preserving the vitality of town centres and therefore this 

should be considered prior to any decision to move court services. This is in 

line with the Town Centre first policy announced by the Government. 

 

13. The Committee recommends that there be at least one courthouse in every 

local authority area. 
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SUMMARY 

In selecting the topic of ‘Courts and Courthouses’ from its Committee Work 

Programme for further examination and discussion, the Joint Committee on Justice 

acknowledged that the proper design, location and operation of courthouses is 

essential to ensure that citizens have fair and equal access to justice.  

 

The COVID-19 pandemic severely disrupted the operation of court services and 

resulted in significant delays to court trials proceeding. Despite the negative impact of 

the pandemic on courthouses, the Committee also felt it was important to evaluate the 

positive impacts of the response to the pandemic on courthouses, for example the 

increased use of technology to hold essential court functions, in order to ascertain 

whether there were any lessons from the experience of the pandemic that could be 

implemented into the future management of courthouses. 

 

In an effort to review and discuss relevant areas in relation to courts and courthouses 

in Ireland, the Committee invited written submissions seeking the views of various 

stakeholders on this topic. Stakeholders, in addition to any general points on the topic, 

were asked to comment on whether there were sufficient courthouses throughout the 

State and whether these courthouses were sufficiently resourced; whether 

courthouses possess adequate facilities including rooms for engagement between 

legal advisors and clients, and interview suites for those who are vulnerable or 

disabled; and the IT supports available in courtrooms to facilitate remote participation. 
 

Based on the evidence to the Committee, it is clear that the pandemic highlighted 

some of the existing issues with courthouses such as court management in relation to 

scheduling matters, the accessibility of courthouses for vulnerable users and the 

provision of services for vulnerable victims in courthouses, among other areas.   

 
The discussion surrounding courthouses in Ireland and potential solutions to the 

issues identified with courthouses are outlined in the following section. 
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CHAPTER 1 – Engagement with Stakeholders  

Introduction  
The Joint Committee on Justice invited submissions from stakeholders on the topic of 

Courts and Courthouses.  

 

On 28th September 2021, the Committee held a public engagement with several of 

these stakeholders, as laid out in the table below:  

 

Table 1: List of Stakeholders present at Committee meeting: 

Organisation Witnesses 

The Bar of Ireland 

 

Ms. Mema Byrne BL 

Mr. Darren Lehane SC 

Victim Support at Court (V-SAC) 

 

Mr. Kieran Kenny, Chairperson 

Ms. Dympna Kenny, General Manager 

National Disability Authority 

(NDA) 

 

Dr. Aideen Hartney, Director 

Ms. Susan Kennefick, Senior Policy and 

Public Affairs Advisor 

Courts Service 

 

Ms. Angela Denning, CEO 

Mr. John Cleere, Assistant Secretary 

and Head of Corporate Services 

Department of Housing, Heritage 

and Local Government 

Ms. Nicola Matthews, Senior Architect 

Department of Justice Mr. Gerry McDonagh, Principal Officer 

 

The primary focus of the meeting was to allow for an engagement between the 

Members and stakeholders to discuss possible areas of reform in relation to Courts 

and Courthouses in Ireland.  
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This report summarises the engagements and the key points considered by the 

Committee when drafting the recommendations set out in this Report.  

A link to the full transcript of the engagement can be found here. 

 

 

  

https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debateRecord/joint_committee_on_justice/2021-09-28/debate/mul@/main.pdf
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CHAPTER 2 - Summary of Evidence 

In the course of the public hearing, a number of important points were raised. A 

summary of the main areas discussed in evidence to the Committee follows. 

 

1. Financing and location of courthouses  
Members and witnesses discussed the financing and location of courthouses 

throughout the country. 

Members pointed out that that the Courts Service has spent €500 million in its first 20 

years since being founded and questioned whether this figure had been used in the 

most appropriate manner. Members questioned whether the Courts Service had a 

blueprint as to the optimum number and location of courthouses around the country 

and whether budgeting for the Courts Service would take into account the appropriate 

number and location of courthouses in the future, based upon assessments of future 

population growth.  

In response to questions about the optimum number and location of courthouses, 

representatives from the Courts Service stated that two pieces of work in relation to 

this matter are ongoing. An estate strategy is being undertaken to consider the entirety 

of the Courts’ Service estates and baseline data has been gathered in terms of 

demographics, travel times and distances between courts, and the numbers of courts 

in a district and circuit, among other areas. In addition, a venue review is analysing the 

cost of maintenance and the costs of bringing a courthouse back to the standard in 

which it was built in terms of water, mechanical and electrical services. 

These two pieces of work will form the basis of the plans for future courthouses, 

alongside caseload data that is being gathered and the progression of the Family 

Court Bill that aims to provide regional dedicated courts. 

In terms of the number and location of future courthouses, witnesses from the Courts 

Service stated that while work in this area is ongoing, other factors such as the 

improvement in Irish road networks in recent decades has reduced the travel time to 
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courthouses. This has resulted in 97% of the population living within one hour’s drive 

of a county town courthouse and the majority of people living within 30 minutes’ drive 

of a district court office or county town courthouse. In certain cases, like the courthouse 

in Achill, it was pointed out that it may be impossible to close this court despite the low 

cases it handles because its proximity to public transport infrastructure is not sufficient 

to allow cases in this region to be easily held elsewhere.  

Questions were also raised surrounding the level of funding that had been provided 

for the refurbishment of Letterkenny courthouse and whether this had been owned by 

the State already. Witnesses responded that the capital cost of refurbishing 

Letterkenny courthouse had been €20.6 million and that this had been a Local 

Authority site. 

 

Impact of courthouses on bringing business to town centres  

Members raised points in relation to the impact that courthouses have in bringing 

business to the centre of towns. They highlighted that the average jury panel, which 

sits for around a week and occasionally more, would consist of approximately 200 

people and that other groups including witnesses, defendants, Gardaí, court staff and 

legal professionals would pass through these town centres when attending court. 

Members pointed out that some towns have developed around courthouses and that 

in these cases, many of the business around these town centres depend on these 

courthouses for revenue. Despite this, they underlined figures provided by witnesses 

which stated that 57% of court venues have been closed in the past 21 years. 

Members argued that while there may be plans after the pandemic to increase the 

amount of virtual court proceedings, that value for money should not be the only factor 

considered in this regard. They argued that other concerns should also be taken into 

account in relation to court proceedings continuing in person at the courthouse, such 

as the national planning framework, the present Government focus on beneficial 

facilities to town centres, on spatial strategies and on environmental concerns.  
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2. Refurbishment and maintenance of courthouses  
Members and witnesses discussed the ongoing and planned refurbishment of 

courthouses and the facilities available in courthouses.  

Among the issues raised were the balance that needed to be struck between 

maintaining the historical and heritage elements of courthouses, while needing to 

undertake necessary refurbishments to ensure accessibility and sufficient provision of 

facilities. 

Members questioned what the challenges were in adapting courthouses and how 

these could be overcome.  

 

In terms of the process for refurbishing courthouses, witnesses explained that when 

working with historic buildings they must ascertain a building’s significance, condition 

and potential for reuse. They clarified that the preference is to keep existing buildings 

where possible rather than moving a court’s location. Some courts may be located on 

a site with limited potential for expansion, while other examples demonstrate that 

historic court buildings can stay in their prominent location within a town centre and be 

refurbished with high-quality facilities at the rear of the building. Where it is not possible 

to renovate a court on its existing site, the Courts Service will hand over the building 

to the Local Authority for alternative community use.  

Representatives from the Department of Housing, Heritage and Local Government 

stressed that just because a courthouse may be old, it does not mean that such 

courthouses cannot be modified to a good standard and be made more accessible.  

Witnesses confirmed that if refurbishment cannot be achieved in an existing 

courthouse, alternative arrangements would be found but they underlined that historic 

courthouses have exceptional craftsmanship and should be given the greatest 

consideration in terms of reuse and adaptation.  

Witnesses from the Courts Service clarified that their policy requires that all newly-

constructed and refurbished court buildings, including heritage buildings, should be 
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fully accessible, accommodate the needs of vulnerable witness and have dedicated 

victim support rooms.  

The Service has committed to refurbishing every county town courthouse and that 

work on this is ongoing. However, the need to incorporate sustainability and 

environmental targets into refurbishment plans, such as bringing all properties to BER 

standard B by 2030, poses a significant challenge and requires funding to achieve 

this.  

The Service highlighted that the aim of a survey of conditions undertaken in 60 

courthouse venues in 2019 and 2020 was to put a preventative maintenance 

programme in place, as currently all of their maintenance is reactive and the Service 

would wait until a problem occurs before fixing it. It was pointed out that regular 

maintenance of courthouses is contingent on available funding and it has not always 

been possible to keep them in the desired state of repair.  

In addition, when retrofitting older buildings, the Service must question whether the 

usage of a building justifies investment. Some court buildings are only in use once or 

twice per month and the Service also intends to reduce the requirement to attend 

courthouses by increasing the use of digital court services (see Point 5), which has 

reduced some of the challenges accessing court services that had impacted on those 

with physical disabilities.  
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3. Facilities and services of courthouses 
Members questioned whether there should be agreed standards across all courtroom 

in relation to services and facilities like Wi-Fi, the availability of consultation rooms and 

wheelchair access to courts.  

Witnesses agreed that all courthouses should have agreed and consistent standards. 

It was stated that witnesses had heard of regional variances between the standards in 

courthouses and that it may be beneficial to undertake an assessment across all 

courthouses and ascertain whether there is consistency among them and help 

address issues in this regard.  

It was highlighted that existing codes already provide much guidance on how to 

formulate the appropriate standards that should be available within courthouses. 

Codes of practice on accessible public services are available as are codes of practice 

on access to heritage sites, which would apply to courthouses that are protected 

structures, while the National Disability Authority (NDA) is currently developing a code 

of practice on accessible public buildings. Witnesses underlined that introducing a 

standard could allow it to be on a regulatory footing and to better monitor and address 

non-compliance.  

The Courts Service explained that when building or refurbishing a courthouse their list 

of ideal criteria includes functional Wi-Fi, two consultation rooms for every courtroom, 

brand-new ventilation and that all areas of the courthouse should be fully accessible. 

However, they underlined that meeting these standards is contingent on sufficient 

funding being made available. 

 

Members raised questions in relation to the services and facilities available for victims 

within courthouses and highlighted that there should be a greater emphasis on 

ensuring that there are supports, liaison and appropriate quiet spaces where victims 

can go.  

In relation to supports available for victims, the Courts Service pointed out that they 

work closely with victim support, the Garda Síochána and the Office of the Director of 
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Public Prosecutions to provide assistance for victims of crime and they have a liaison 

officer in place in each courthouse. All newer courthouses provide dedicated victim 

suites and in older buildings they reserve a consultation room when they are aware a 

case involves a victim of sexual assault, in order to provide them with a quiet space to 

go. When renovating a courthouse or erecting a new building the Service also tries to 

provide separate entrances for victims and the accused and include video link suites 

for vulnerable witnesses to give their evidence by video. There are also trained 

assistants in these suites to assist children when they are giving evidence by video 

link.  

The Bar Council indicated that its members are conscious of the need to take into 

account that people are vulnerable before they enter a courtroom and it provides its 

members with training in advanced advocacy courses on how to handle vulnerable 

witnesses.  

Other witnesses pointed to the benefit of intermediaries, provided for under the 

Criminal Evidence Act, 1992. An intermediary is a professional trained in 

communication skills who carries out an interview with an individual at the earliest step 

of their interaction with the criminal justice system and assesses their level of 

communication in order to establish the needs of this individual and how best to 

communicate with and gather evidence from this individual. It was recommended that 

intermediaries be made available to everyone engaging with the criminal justice 

system, and at the earliest possible point rather than just in court.  

Witnesses from Victim Support at Court (V-SAC) highlighted that they fill in gaps within 

the system where there may be little or no support for victims. They engage with other 

relevant stakeholders such as the Courts Service and the Garda Síochána to make 

sure that their service does not duplicate one being provided by these bodies. They 

plan to expand their services nationwide over the next two to three years and are 

working with the Department of Justice in relation to funding this expansion, with 

funding identified for the current year and additional funding from the Dormant 

Accounts Fund identified for the expansion plan. A mapping exercise had also been 

undertaken to identify the gaps in services around the country and V-SAC was granted 

funding for more volunteers as a result of this exercise.  
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4. Courthouse design and services for those with invisible or 
visible disabilities 

Members and witnesses discussed the design, facilities and services of courthouses 

for those with both visible and invisible disabilities.  

Questions were raised as to whether the Bar Council undertakes an assessment of 

the needs of those who require its services and whether this influences their input into 

the structure of courthouses. Witnesses from the Courts Service were asked about the 

measures they provide in general for those with invisible disabilities. Members pointed 

out that the Courts Service should also consider people who are non-literate when 

improving access to justice.  

The Courts Service explained that the early stages of their modernisation programme 

had prioritised ordinary users of the Courts Service and outlined several of the 

initiatives they had introduced in recent times to improve access to justice for all 

citizens.   

The ‘Just a Minute’ (JAM) card was launched in September 2021, which it was stated 

will allow users to use their card to alert staff that they may need to be more patient 

and to provide some more time when engaging with these users. They estimated that 

75% of their staff had been trained in this initiative. 

It was highlighted that the Courts Service intend to introduce plain English to their 

website next year and had requested in their budget submission that a qualified 

individual be provided to help them with this. They stated that they are conscious of 

the importance for ordinary court users, who may be attending court for the first time, 

to be able to navigate and understand their website.  

The Courts Service also pointed out that they undertaken a proof of concept in one of 

their buildings in Dublin, in which they had filmed the premises and input points at the 

entrance where people can tap their mobile phone and be directed where to go next. 

It was stated that this initiative will be rolled out to other locations if successful. In 

addition, it was pointed out that court users can visit the courthouse prior to their trial 

and be shown a video to explain the role of a judge, registrar and other key figures. 
They stated that it may be possible to expand this tour to allow individuals to see the 
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courtroom that they will be in on a particular day and help to better orientate them with 

their surroundings in advance of their trial. 

It was highlighted that the use of remote hearings can help some individuals as they 

can help to level the playing field, as individuals can only be seen from the shoulders 

up on screen and that this lessens the pressure of a specific dress code (see Point 5 

in relation to remote hearings). 

Representatives from the Courts Service stated that these measures are intended to 

help vulnerable users and to make it less daunting for individuals attending court for 

the first time. They stressed that the Service does not distinguish between different 

court users based on their gender or race and that everybody is treated equally. 

 

Members questioned how new courthouses are designed to ensure that ‘Universal 

Design’ requirements are incorporated and whether anyone in the Courts Service is 

skilled or experienced in universal design.  

The Courts Service stated that while they do not have staff members specifically 

qualified in universal design, they work closely with the Office of Public Works on all 

courthouse design and they consult the NDA when designing signage in buildings to 

assist individuals.  

Representatives from the NDA stated that universal design is crucial and that often its 

value is underestimated, as it can benefit many different court users such as older 

individuals and parents with prams, alongside those with other physical disabilities. It 

also brings value in terms of achieving sustainable development goals as it also 

encourages the location of courthouses in town centres and in close proximity to public 

transport. 

Witnesses highlighted that it is difficult to correctly ascertain how many court users 

have disabilities because the data they are relying on is 20 years old, however this 

data already reflects a higher prevalence of people with disabilities or mental health 

difficulties accessing court services. They emphasised the need for improved 
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disaggregated data on disabled court users to be collected, to improve their knowledge 

of the prevalence of disabled court users.   

It was pointed out that the manner in which information is provided to court users is 

important and the NDA encouraged the use of plain English and of creating online 

services in order to be as accessible as possible for citizens. They highlighted that 

there is a new EU directive on the accessibility of public service websites, which will 

have consequences for the standards of such websites in Ireland.  
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5. Impact of Covid-19 on courthouse management and practices  
Members and witnesses discussed the positive and negative impacts of the pandemic 

on the management and provision of services within courthouses. 

Members questioned whether lessons would be learned from the experience of using 

hybrid courtroom practices during the pandemic like remote call-overs and motions, or 

staggered court lists and whether these practices would be maintained following the 

restrictions imposed by the pandemic. It was highlighted that applying a ‘remote 

access model’ to courtroom practices would be beneficial in terms of being practical, 

environmentally friendly and family-friendly. 

 

The Courts Service outlined the following measures they had implemented to try and 

reduce the incidence of COVID-19 within courthouses. 

The Service had installed a robust risk management programme and undertaken a 

risk assessment of each courthouse. Each courthouse had a capacity of 2 metres 

social distancing applied to it and personnel had been hired to ensure this capacity 

was respected. Glass screens had been installed, visitors to courthouses had been 

required to wear masks and extra cleaning of courthouses had been arranged. 

At the time of the Committee meeting, witnesses from the Courts Service indicated 

that there was no evidence received from the HSE of any case of Covid transmission 

on Court Service premises or any outbreaks in courthouses.  

 

The Courts Service stated that they intended to maintain the positive lessons learned 

from the pandemic, for example, the intention to transport prisoners less often for court 

appearances and rely on video link appearances instead. They stated that in the 12 

months since starting their video link programme during the pandemic there were 

19,000 video links between courthouses and prisons, while there had only been 

approximately 2,500 video links in the previous year.  
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They pointed out that this system is also beneficial for prisoners as it causes less 

disruption to their lives for a short court appearance and both the Courts Service and 

Irish Prison Service supported maintaining this practice into the future.  

Members and witnesses agreed that the staggered court lists had been a positive 

development stemming from the re-organisation of the courts during the pandemic. It 

was pointed out that staggered court lists benefit practitioners, witnesses, defendant 

and other relevant groups, as it is more productive for all involved to spend less time 

waiting around to see when their case will be heard and the system provides more 

clarity for all.  

An online appointments system for visits to the Courts Service’s public offices was 

launched during the pandemic and the Service highlighted that this had been 

successful in reducing the tension and time spent waiting around for an appointment.  

From the perspective of how victims experienced changes to the operation of the 

Courts Service during the pandemic, the pandemic helped introduce measures to 

benefit the victim’s experience in court. 

Witnesses pointed out that that reducing the number of individuals allowed to attend 

court to only those who necessary for the trial had been positive for witnesses, as it 

had helped them to feel less anxious. It also reduced the likelihood of the accused 

bringing supporting persons along with them to the trial.  

The introduction of staggered court lists had been helpful in reducing the amount of 

time victims needed to wait around for their trial and V-SAC underlined that providing 

a pre-trial visit of an empty courtroom to victims over video link was also useful. 

 

Remote Court Hearings 

Questions were also raised in relation to the impact of virtual hearings on the 

administration of justice.  

Some witnesses encouraged the increased use of technology to facilitate court 

hearings following the pandemic. They argued that remote court hearings had been 
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beneficial for victims as it meant they had not had to be in the same room as the 

defendant.  

Witnesses from the Courts Service stated that they had used remote call-overs to 

significantly reduce the number of people coming to courthouses and they expected 

that this would continue in future, where people would not be brought unnecessarily 

to a courthouse. It was pointed out that remote hearings can be useful to allow the 

inclusion of evidence from international witnesses or from doctors who may wish to 

join the call to provide their evidence and then continue their job without being 

disturbed for the day to attend court.  

It was suggested that the future will include a mix of remote and physical hearings and 

that services like administrative matters or call-overs, short matters or matters on 

affidavit could be suitable to be held through remote means, while actual hearings 

could be held in person or through a hybrid means. In each case it may be the 

responsibility of the judge to decide where it is appropriate to provide for a remote or 

physical appearance, depending on case the case in question.  

Representatives from the Bar Council highlighted that while they had had a positive 

experience of participating in remote hearings during the pandemic, they felt that this 

was also due to the software they had used. They underlined that where the justice 

system is supposed to treat all equally, it would be unfair if certain individuals involved 

in the litigation had the ability to fund a particular platform that could facilitate their 

remote case progressing faster than another case.  

Witnesses also stressed that they did not want remote hearings to be favoured in place 

of ensuring that courthouses are refurbished and made accessible for all individuals. 

Representatives from the Bar Council argued that the online forum is not suitable in 

many areas of law and they believed that there would be a reversion to physical 

hearings for many of these areas of law, as justice needs to be seen to be done and 

people need to be present in the courtroom to see that justice is being done when it 

impacts them. 
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6. Family Law Court  
Members queried the current situation in relation to having a family law court and what 

challenges have occurred in this area.  

In response, witnesses confirmed that the Children’s Court will not form part of the 

Hammond Lane development. The Courts Service had indicated in the National 

Development Plan that they will require funding in to renovate and refurbish the 

Children’s Court in Dublin and that the ‘Family Court Bill’ proposes regional family law 

centres.  

In addition, a pilot programme is being carried out in Limerick with local NGOs, the 

Legal Aid Board and mediation services to ascertain the facilities that would be 

required in a family law building. An intensive six-week series of consultations was 

also held with user groups to help inform what family court buildings should look like 

and the feedback from these consultations was referred to the team within the Office 

of Public Works (OPW) that is working on the design of Hammond Lane. 

Witnesses pointed out that the development of a new, dedicated family law centre at 

Hammond Lane will alleviate the courtroom issues currently experienced in Dublin. 

They confirmed that Hammond Lane has received €100 million funding in the National 

Development Programme and that this will be a joint project with the Department of 

Justice on a Public Private Partnership basis. The Department will oversee this project 

and there will be a role for the Courts Service and for the Garda Síochána. Witnesses 

stated that they were hopeful that they would be ready for Part 9 planning in Spring 

2022 with a view to getting the building up and ready. 

In terms of on-going plans for the design of Hammond Lane, witnesses explained that 

the Courts Service has met with an international group of experts who work specifically 

on courthouse design and that this group’s knowledge will contribute to the design of 

Hammond Lane.  

It was pointed out that a dedicated family court has never been built before and, aside 

from the Criminal Courts of Justice building, all previous court buildings had to be 

multifunctional. Therefore, Hammond Lane may contain different features from those 

traditionally found in courthouses, including more breakout spaces, as family law 
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cases can be emotive and fewer consultation rooms, as practitioners had informed the 

Courts Service that consultation spaces are more beneficial for these types of cases 

than consultation rooms.  

In relation to questions about the design of Tralee courthouse, witnesses also clarified 

that it was preferred to have all court facilities in one building, rather than having family 

and civil courts in the existing building and locating the courthouse requiring juries in 

another part of the town.  
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7. Status of Naas and Tralee Courthouses 
Members raised questions in relation to the status of specific courthouses, specifically 

Naas and Tralee courthouses. 

 

Naas Courthouse 

Members questioned whether there were plans to expand Naas courthouse as it is 

currently under severe pressure in terms of the volume of cases it deals with. It was 

pointed out that Naas courthouse undertakes the whole spectrum of family, criminal 

and civil cases and that it is the fourth busiest district in the country after Limerick, 

Cork and Dublin, but that these districts all have more than one judge and a wider 

choice of venues and courthouses. It was pointed out that nearby courthouses are not 

available as the courthouse in Kilcock had closed, the courthouse in Newbridge had 

been burned to the ground and the courthouse in Athy was only operational for two 

Thursdays a month. In addition, the courthouse does not have car parking and has 

one single entrance where all parties including witnesses, defendants, judges, Gardaí 

must enter.  

In response, representatives from the Courts Service acknowledged the significant 

population growth that had occurred in North Kildare in recent years. They confirmed 

that it is intended to provide a new or refurbished courthouse in Naas and that this is 

included in the National Development Plan but that no specific funding has been 

provided for the project yet. They stated that currently they are engaging with site 

vendors in relation to this courthouse and that this process is ongoing. It was pointed 

out that due to the constrained nature of the site, it will not be possible to provide the 

range of facilities that they would ideally be provided in a modern courthouse.  

Representatives from the Courts Service informed Members that there would be an 

option to extend the current site, as there is availability to do so at the back of the 

courthouse, or that it would be possible to provide a new courthouse elsewhere in the 

town. They confirmed that their own preference and that of the Kildare County 

Council’s director of services, planning and strategic development, is to keep the 

courthouse in its current location in the town centre.  
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Members agreed that the courthouse should be kept in the town centre as it brings 

certain retail and hospitality benefits to the town in its current location. 

The Committee noted the intense pressures on the sitting Judge in the Naas District 

being the single busiest district in the country and recommended the appointment of 

a second judge and/or the district boundaries be redrawn to ease the pressures as a 

matter of urgency. 

 

Tralee Courthouse 

Witnesses questioned the situation of wheelchair access in Tralee Courthouse as it 

was pointed out that while there had been plans to introduce wheelchair accessibility 

into Tralee Courthouse for over twenty-five years, this had not yet materialised. 

Witnesses clarified that accessibility is an ongoing issue for Tralee Courthouse and 

that local arrangements are often put in place, such as arranging for a case to heard 

in Listowel courthouse when it is known in advance that an individual with a physical 

disability is attending court on a specific day.   

Witnesses stated that because it had always been considered to build a new 

courthouse or undertake renovations of Tralee courthouse, (as planned in the National 

Development Plan), the cost of putting an external lift in place in Tralee courthouse 

would not deliver value for money. It was pointed out the design of the building means 

that a lift could only be placed at the back of the judges’ entrance, which would create 

other problems. 

It was pointed out that, in addition to the courthouses in Galway, Wicklow, Portlaoise 

and Roscommon, Tralee courthouse has not been provided with renovation funding 

despite being part of a package of county town courthouses in need of renovation.  

In relation to further facilities that are required for Tralee courthouse it was stated that 

the courthouse requires four additional courtrooms, extra consultation rooms, 

dedicated family law areas, victim support suites and video link rooms. However, 

witnesses from the Courts Service underlined that the OPW does not believe that 
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these required facilities would fit within the current premises and that a State architect 

had confirmed this opinion. They stated that their preference and that of the building 

committee is to maintain existing courthouses where possible, but where this is not 

possible, they try to avail of an alternative town centre site.  

Members suggested that the old courtroom on the right-hand side of Tralee 

courthouse is currently using space inefficiently and that this space has potential to 

house up to three courtrooms. They requested that a grade one conservation architect 

be dispatched to Tralee courthouse to ensure that the current space is being utilised 

as efficiently as possible.  
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CHAPTER 3 – Summary of Submissions 

 
This briefing will focus on key issues identified in the submissions by  

 The Bar of Ireland 

 Courts Service 

 Victim Support at Court (V-SAC) 

 National Disability Authority (NDA) 

 Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage 

 

These submissions highlighted in particular, the balance between modernising 

courthouses and ensuring they have appropriate facilities and accessibility and 

maintaining their heritage and history; the provision of facilities for those who are 

vulnerable or have a disability; and the provision of IT support in courthouses  
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1. Number of courthouses and their geographical location throughout 
State  

Nearly all stakeholders agreed that there was no shortage of courthouses outside of 

Dublin but that there was a shortage of courthouses within Dublin, particularly in the 

short-term. The Courts Service pointed out that the development of a new family law 

centre in Hammond Lane should alleviate some of this pressure.  

The Courts Service stated that in providing services to the Courts, they strive to find a 

balance between providing the best service possible within the available resources 

while ensuring value for money to the Exchequer. Many District Courts may only be 

used once or twice a month and lie idle for the rest of the year, which represents a 

poor use of resources. To counter such situations, the Courts Service aim to centralise 

court sittings in improved county town venues, given the improvements in transport 

links over time.  

Stakeholders had several suggestions as to how to make better and more effective 

use of courthouses and courtrooms within the State. It was suggested that Tallaght 

District Court, which is one of the busiest in Dublin, needs an additional courtroom 

and should remain open for court services on Wednesdays, similar to 

Blanchardstown District Court. 

 

In addition, it was highlighted that the Central Criminal Courts and Circuit Courts 

closed for August and September which increases the pressure on the Criminal Courts 

of Justice as a result. It was suggested that staggering the summer break so that these 

courts could remain open on a reduced capacity or using alternative courts in Limerick, 

Kilkenny or Cork to facilitate some of the trials normally held in the Central Criminal 

Courts could help alleviate some of this pressure. 

 

V-SAC also highlighted that the courts are not sufficiently resourced at present and 

that a significant increase in resources would be required to introduce these proposes 

changes to courtrooms. The Bar of Ireland also stated that they had been informed by 

practitioners that many courthouses are under-utilised but that this is due to a lack of 
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judges, appropriate staff and facilities rather than issues with the physical 

infrastructure of courthouses.  

 

In terms of the locations of courthouses, stakeholders argued that the location and 

accessibility of courthouses cany vary and courthouses are not always easy to access. 

It was highlighted that the location of courthouses is often linked to historical factors 

like the location of Gaols and Garda stations. Over time, as transport links improved 

decisions were made to close certain venues where their condition had degraded and 

where courthouses with better facilities were available in nearby towns.    

 

Some courthouses have better proximity to public transport than others and travelling 

via public transport to a courthouse in a different county can be inconvenient as it may 

not be accessible or available when court services finish for the day. Parking can also 

cause problems as towns and cities may not provide sufficient parking facilities. 

The Courts Service pointed out that the definition of whether a court is easily 

accessible will depend on an individual’s perception of this and where they live. The 

Central Statistics Office points out that 67% of the population live within 30 minutes 

travel time into their nearest city or county town courthouse; that 30% live within 60 

minutes travel time from their nearest courthouse; and that only 3% live more than one 

hour travel time from their nearest courthouse. In addition, many of those who live 

more than 30 minutes from their main courthouse do live within 30 minutes of their 

local District court. 

 

In an effort to improve access to justice, the Courts Service’s modernisations 

programme intends to increase the use of digital technology and reduce the 

requirement for court users to have to physically attend court buildings.  
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The Bar of Ireland recommended that an analysis of geographical locations of 

courthouses should be undertaken which should take into account catchment areas 

and the socio-economic profile of an area and its access to available transport 

infrastructure, in order to accurately map whether there are sufficient number of 

courthouses in a given district. This evaluation should also ascertain whether all 

courthouses are currently being utilised.  
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2. Need to maintain and modernise courthouses balanced against the need 
to preserve their history and heritage   

Many stakeholders emphasised that it was desirable to find a balance between 

preserving the history and heritage of courthouses, while simultaneously ensuring that 

courthouses are accessible and updated for modern use. 

The Courts Service and the Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage 

agreed that, where possible, it was preferable to ensure that Courts should remain in 

use as courthouses, whether this is made possible through renovation, adaptations or 

extensions. When this occurs, the Courts Service will renovate these buildings to 

provide the same standards and facilities expected of a newly built courthouse, seen 

in recent renovations to, for example, Waterford Courthouse, Mullingar Courthouse 

and Kilkenny Courthouse. Where this is not possible, stakeholders expressed a 

preference for courthouses to remain in use in another form, by being given to the 

Local Authority for use. 

They argued against the abandonment of courthouses, stating that many county 

courthouses currently require ongoing investment to ensure that they do not fall into 

disrepair. It was pointed out that regular maintenance of courthouse building has not 

always been possible due to a limited funding, and a preventative maintenance 

programme has been recommended as a result, to prevent the significant structural 

decline of these courthouses. The Courts Service has also begun a condition survey 

to establish the condition of courthouses and determine the likely work and associated 

costs required to address both backlog and ongoing maintenance in 44 courthouses 

over the coming 20 years. 

The Department of Housing, Heritage and Local Government added that they had 

undertaken an inventory on courthouses in the 1990s and would be willing to redo this 

inventory in tandem with the Courts Service to assess the current condition of buildings 

and their potential for continued use as courthouses or their potential for adaption to 

a new use. 
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Stakeholders highlighted the important function and presence of courthouses within a 

town. Their presence reflects the evolution of the legislative system in Ireland and its 

impact on society, thus providing an important social record of towns. Courthouses 

also provide a point of social interaction in town centres and often serve as the core 

buildings in towns and cities throughout Ireland.  

Many of these courthouses were designed by eminent architects and made use of 

traditional craftmanship skills and high-quality materials. Thus, the Department 

highlighted that the reuse or adaptation of these historic buildings should no longer be 

considered solely as a cultural heritage issue but is also practical in terms of terms of 

the impacts of climate change, considering their solid structure and design. 

In terms of modernising courthouses while maintaining their structural and historical 

design, it was suggested that this is possible by, for example, inputting modern 

connections which would not interfere with a courthouses’ design. The Courts 

Service’s Modernisation Programme has made progress, most noticeably in its 

increase in the use of technology in the courts (addressed further in Point 7). 

V-SAC attested to the extensive work and care that is taken to find this balance when 

refurbishing old courthouses. They also stated that newly refurbished courthouses 

such as those in Wexford, Waterford, Bray possess good facilities, including victim 

support areas. 
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3. Provision of separate entrances for victims and the accused 
It was pointed out that the desire for separate entrances to be available for the accused 

and victims is a more recent request and that as a result, most courthouses are not 

equipped to provide separate entrances and waiting areas for victims and the accused. 

The Criminal Courts of Justice is one of the courthouses that provides a separate 

entrance for victims and the accused and use of this entrance is arranged with prior 

approval from the Garda Liaison Officer or Detective and the Courts Service or Court 

Garda.  

Providing separate entrances is not always possible due to the site design, building 

constraints or the extra cost of additional security for a separate entrance, which would 

detract resources from other areas of operation if it becomes a standard element 

incorporated into courthouses.  

 

However, the Courts Service stated that they have focused on providing dedicated 

vulnerable witness suites for victims and that newer court venues all have such 

facilities within them. Older courthouses can reserve consultation rooms for use by 

vulnerable individuals. 

Victim support rooms (which are different from vulnerable witness suites) are also 

available in newer courthouses in provincial cities and county towns. In more recent 

projects it is a requirement for alternative entrances and circulation routes to be made 

available for accused persons, jurors and judges. 

Where vulnerable witness suites are available there is usually an alternative entrance 

that witnesses can use to access the suite without entering the public circulation. 

 

In terms of District Courts, Victim Support Areas available are often very small and are 

not large enough to facilitate more than three people comfortably within them, while 

some District Courts have no separate waiting areas for victims. There can also be 

demand by different parties such as legal advisors and clients, for use of such Victim 
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Support Areas, and this has resulted in some victims remaining in the public areas of 

court buildings. 

V-SAC stated that they endeavour to give advance notice to the Courts Service to 

ensure a room will be reserved for victims, however due to the short notice at which 

victims can be referred to V-SAC it is not always possible to reserve these rooms in 

time. 

  

Courthouse smoking areas are also communal between the victim and accused, 

although it was acknowledged that it may be difficult to find an alternative to this. 

Stakeholders also questioned whether there are separate waiting areas for the 

accused and it was not known whether these were available or not.  

 

The general lack of facilities and separate waiting areas can cause stress and anxiety 

for victims and on occasion, can cause security issues within courthouses as well (See 

Additional Points). 

V-Sac stated that the Criminal Courts of Justice have several desirable facilities 

including a well-equipped Victim Support Area, which includes 4 private rooms, a large 

communal area, tea and coffee making facilities and toilets which provide easy access 

for vulnerable witnesses who give their evidence via videolink. They believe that the 

facilities in the Criminal Courts of Justice should be the standard to aspire to when 

new courthouses are being designed or upgraded. 
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4. Provision of appropriate facilities and interview suites for those who are 
vulnerable or who have invisible or visible disabilities  

Submissions highlighted that current courthouses do not have adequate facilities to 

accommodate those with disabilities and it was recommended that all courthouses 

should be assessed in this regard and that improvements should be made where 

required.  

It was highlighted that it is particularly important for courts to ensure they are 

accessible considering Ireland’s obligations under Article 13 of the UN Convention on 

the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), which obliges the State to ensure 

effective access to justice for persons with a disability on an equal basis with others, 

to facilitate their effective role as direct and indirect participants in all legal 

proceedings. 

The NDA also encourage the Committee to keep informed of the implementation of 

Section 25 of the Disability Act, which states that public bodies should bring their public 

buildings, apart from heritage sites, into compliance with Part M 2010 by 1st January 

2022 and of Section 29 of the Disability Act which relates to a Code of Practice on 

Accessible Heritage Sites, as both of these are relevant to the accessibility of 

courthouses for those with disabilities. 

 

The Courts Service outlined the policy that all newly constructed or refurbished 

buildings should respect the requirements of law and industry practice regarding  BS 

8300 (Design of Buildings in regard to the requirements of disabled people), TGD-M 

of the Building Regulations (access of buildings for disabled people) and the 

principles of Buildings for Everyone: A Universal Design Approach. 

The seven major courthouse projects (Cork Anglesea Street, Limerick Mulgrave 

Street, Waterford, Wexford, Letterkenny, Mullingar & Drogheda) completed in 2017 

and 2018, in which a number of these were protected heritage buildings, all comply 

with the key principles outlined by the Courts Service regarding the physical 

environment of courthouses and their accessibility. Such principles include, but are 

not limited to: appropriate seating, appropriate signage, accessible toilets, 
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emergency evacuation, circulation within the facilities including their interior layout 

and effective lighting, signage and colour/tone contrast on, or adjacent to, doors to 

aid orientation. 

The Courts Service acknowledged that some of the older courthouses require 

maintenance to enable access for physically disabled individuals, however, they 

questioned whether the investment of retrofitting such courthouses can be justified 

depending on how often the courthouses are used. They highlighted that increased 

use of remote court hearings eased some of the challenges for those who are 

physically disabled in accessing courthouses. 

Stakeholders highlighted several other areas and elements of courtrooms, where 

supports should be in place to help provide equal access and to facilitate those with 

disabilities.  

V-SAC highlighted that consideration should be given to having sensory lights or lights 

that can be dimmed to accommodate those who are sensitive to fluorescent lights.  

The Bar of Ireland recommended that all court venues should include wheelchair 

ramps, induction loop systems, video link facilities for vulnerable users, and 

appropriate supports for people with intellectual disabilities. 

While the Criminal Courts of Justice provide facilities for those who are impaired of 

hearing to link up their hearing aid to the court system, stakeholders were not certain 

whether or not this facility was available in other courthouses. It was also pointed out 

that when re-designing courtrooms it should be ensured that acoustics are such that 

proceedings can be heard adequately by all parties. 

In a similar vein, not all courtrooms are wheelchair friendly and in these situations, 

advance notice must be given that those attending will need wheelchair access or 

assistance to the courtroom. It was noted that in such cases the Courts Service are 

very accommodating in assisting and facilitating those with visible and invisible 

disabilities attending proceedings. 
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In terms of further services for those who are vulnerable or for individuals with 

disabilities, the NDA commented that there should be a standardised and regulated 

system of intermediaries to assist those with communication difficulties when 

interacting with the criminal justice system. This should be provided for witnesses, 

victims and persons accused of crimes. They urged the Committee to fully support the 

pilot scheme of intermediaries being rolled out as part of the Department of Justice’s 

‘Supporting a Victim's Journey: A plan to help victims and vulnerable witnesses in 

sexual violence cases’. They also supported the introduction of the Criminal Procedure 

Bill 2021 which would provide for pre-trial hearings and the opportunity for legal 

professionals and judiciary to discuss any additional supports that individuals may 

need in the course of trials including the use of an intermediary, an ISL interpreter or 

the provision of information in an accessible format. 

 

The NDA highlighted that the Irish Sign Language Act 2017 reaffirms the principles 

set out in the European Convention on Human Rights and the Victims of Crime Act 

2017, which stipulates that individuals are entitled to interpretation in order to give 

evidence and/or follow legal proceedings. A recent report by the NDA highlighted that 

the implementation of this Act could be improved by enhancing the knowledge of the 

judiciary in directing the appointment of accredited interpreters. Civil Courts were not 

as prepared to implement this Act and improvements were required regarding the 

published processes for ISL users to raise the need for ISL interpretation and in 

establishing an ISL complaints mechanism.  

It was recommended that the Committee make the Judicial Council and the Courts 

Service aware of the need to provide ongoing education and awareness among 

members of the judiciary of their obligations under this Act and also on other relevant 

legislation and policies relating to accessibility for vulnerable or disabled people, such 

as the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015. They also highlighted the 

importance of continuing to collect and disseminate disaggregated data, which will 

assist in informed and accurate policy-making and decision-making.  
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Stakeholders highlighted that the Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin, is an example 

of a courthouse that is equipped with all of the appropriate facilities and interview suites 

for those who may be considered vulnerable or those with visible and invisible 

disabilities, including wheelchair accessibility.  

Finally, it was stressed that it is important to ensure that there is a uniformity in the 

services, equipment and facilities provided in courthouses across the country to 

ensure equality for all litigants.  
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5. Ability of courthouses to operate during COVID-19 
The increased use of staggered starting times and the increased use of technology in 

courtrooms were important factors, which offset the significant impact of COVID-19 on 

the operation of the Courts. 

Throughout the pandemic a mixture of in-person and remote facilities were provided 

in courthouses. Cases of urgent business or cases regarding vulnerable people, such 

as victims of domestic abuse, were prioritised during this period.  

In terms of the ability of courthouses to ensure social distancing, it was acknowledged 

that newer courts were better able to facilitate social distancing and efforts were made 

to use newer buildings for court functions during the pandemic, where possible.  

Many courtrooms in Circuit towns were also too small to facilitate social distancing, 

however using tape and notices to seal off seats and changing the running of court 

lists to allocate specific times for hearing was successful in reducing the number of 

people in courthouses and enabling social distancing, despite the structural 

unsuitability of such courthouses for this.  

 

The Courts Service Covid-19 Safety Management Programme steered the approach 

to the operation of courthouses while respecting COVID-19 protocols. Risk 

assessments were completed for every courthouse being used during the pandemic 

and an annual review of those assessments is currently underway. Worker 

representatives also used digital tool iAuditor to monitor compliance with safety 

regulations. 

As public health advice stipulates a distance of 2m in enclosed indoor spaces, each 

court venue was reviewed on this basis and maximum capacities were identified for 

each courtroom. 

 

V-SAC highlighted several changes made to the operation of courthouses to ensure 

social distancing and compliance with COVID-19 protocols. 
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Courthouses staggered their court lists, start times and lunch breaks when more than 

one jury trial was held, to ensure the level of people within the courtrooms were kept 

low. People were also requested to congregate outside of courthouses to keep 

entrance halls clear and this was monitored by security and Court Gardaí (although 

this was not applied consistently across courthouses). 

The Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin also provided an overflow courtroom, on 

occasion, for some trials involving a large group of people and witnesses  

 

There has also been a significant increase in the use of technology to facilitate remote 

participation and allow fully remote hearings, hybrid remote hearings and flexible court 

venues, among other digital processes, in place of in-person services. This has 

allowed victims to engage in trials remotely, either from a Victim Support Area or 

another remote location, which saved them travelling to court and prevented the 

spread of COVID-19. 

Some courthouses, however, could not facilitate jury trials and in these cases trials 

were moved to nearby counties. Similarly, some trials from the Central Criminal Court 

took place in regional courts to reduce the pressure of court cases, which allowed the 

trials to proceed but involved longer travel times for all participants in these trials. 

In some cases, certain counties have not held Circuit Court criminal hearings since 

lockdown. 
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6. Facilities for engagement between legal advisors and their clients 
The Bar of Ireland highlighted that there is an insufficient number of consultation rooms 

and that it is essential to provide a larger number of these in order for clients and legal 

practitioners to engage in private. 

They pointed out that while there is a general lack of adequate consultation rooms, in 

some courthouses, (such as Portlaoise), there is an ineffective use of consultation 

rooms, where such rooms are being utilised as a storage area.  

In addition, they highlighted several other areas of courthouse facilities they believe 

should be improved including introducing provisions to allow consultation rooms to be 

available outside of court hours; the provision of adequate bar rooms and facilities, 

which are a necessary facility for legal practitioners in county courts; and access to 

shredding bins and printing facilities. 

 

The Courts Service stated that the demand for consultation rooms outstrips the supply 

and that they must undertake a cost benefit analysis regarding demands for more 

consultation rooms, as it would not be an effective use of resources to provide multiple 

consultation rooms within a courthouse. When building new courts or refurbishing 

courts, they aim to provide a ratio of at least two consultation rooms per courtroom. 

The Courts Service also stressed the need for legal practitioners and clients to engage 

with each other at an earlier stage and in locations external to courthouses where 

possible, to try and resolve as many of their issues in advance of trials. 

 

In terms of general facilities for courthouses it was argued that a lack of adequate 

consultation rooms and separate waiting areas has a direct and wider impact on the 

conduct of court proceedings. A lack of appropriate facilities increases stress and 

anxiety, and can result in volatility and, on occasion, violence as a result (See 

Additional Points). 
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7. The provision of IT supports to facilitate digital and remote court 
services 

All stakeholders acknowledged that the increased use of remote court hearings and 

services during the COVID-19 pandemic is a feature that will continue after the 

pandemic and likely become more frequent in the future.  

The Courts Service stated that in March 2020 there were approximately 40 technology 

courts nationwide, which will increase to 104 technology courts before the end of 2021 

and result in every county having such facilities. 

It was acknowledged that newer courthouses in general are better equipped with IT 

supports and thus better able to facilitate remote hearings, as all new or refurbished 

courthouses are now wired for use as technology courtrooms during their construction. 

 

Some stakeholders felt that an increased use of remote hearings would prove very 

valuable in terms of enabling witnesses that are more vulnerable or more isolated to 

attend courts services and provide evidence remotely. 

The Bar of Ireland however, expressed their belief that in-person hearings will remain 

essential for the majority of cases, as significant elements of litigation are negatively 

impacted by remote hearings. Not everyone involved in court cases owns the 

technology or has access to the equipment or physical space to engage in remote 

hearings and they should not be disadvantaged by any increased migration to online 

courts hearings, as doing so may deny litigants and accused from their right to 

effectively participate in proceedings. Hearing rooms or pods should be made 

available so that participants with inadequate facilities of their own may use these 

facilities to participate in their hearing. It was argued that it is essential that the physical 

infrastructures of courthouses are not neglected in favour of moving towards remote 

hearings and that it is urgent that every courthouse should contain access to Wi-Fi 

and adequate broadband, which is not currently available in all courthouses.  

A significant investment in technology for courthouses will also be required, for 

example, to invest in technology to allow those that are accessing a court remotely to 
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be able to hear and see someone who is addressing the court physically but is not 

participating remotely. Investing in screens is also necessary to allow paperless 

evidence to be presented and to allow remote applications be facilitated. Similarly, it 

was pointed out that there needs to be a more streamlined approach to ensuring e-

briefs are before the Court. 

 

In terms of IT provisions for minors and children attending court, this is facilitated by 

the Videolink Assistant Service, which involves court staff facilitating these witnesses 

to give evidence through a videolink in a dedicated room away from the courtroom. 

Pre-Court and in-Court processes are operated to assist minors giving evidence in a 

safe and caring manner while protecting the integrity of the evidence and the service 

aims to ensure the dignity of children is respected, in what can be a stressful situation.  

Submissions highlighted that some courthouses do not have the technology to 

facilitate videolink for children and minors attending court. In these cases, hearings 

are moved to courts that can provide these facilities, however, this can cause delays 

and often requires long journeys for the parties involved. 

 

It was stressed that there should be uniformity in courthouses across the country 

regarding their services, equipment and facilities to provide remote hearings.  

V-SAC highlighted that the videolink facilities within the Criminal Courts of Justice in 

Dublin are excellent and should be the model and standard for courthouses to aspire 

to in the future.  
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8. Additional Points 
In addition to the above key issues, some stakeholders indicated specific interest in 

certain areas, as follows: 

 

• Security of courthouses  

It was commented that the lack of adequate facilities generally has, on occasion, 

been the cause of significant safety issues for members of the public, legal 

practitioners and the judiciary. One submission outlined a particularly dangerous 

situation in which a litigant brandished an imitation firearm and held a member of the 

judiciary, a legal practitioner and a litigant hostage.  

They believe that a full security review of all court buildings should be undertaken by 

the Courts Service and professional advice regarding courts security should be 

obtained as part of this review. Suitable funding should be provided to follow through 

on the recommendations of this review. 

Other stakeholders added that there are regular meetings between Courts staff and 

an Garda Síochána (AGS) to review security arrangements but added that the 

provision of enhanced security services ultimately requires funding and decisions 

about budget assignment are made on a risk assessment basis. 

The presence of a Court Garda was welcomed and it was noted that at least one 

Garda will be assigned to guard a courthouse on sitting days. AGS also cooperates 

with the Courts Services to provide additional security, where necessary and on a 

case-by-case basis. 

However, it was noted that courthouses do not have a security screening in place to 

check bags for drugs, alcohol or weapons and that this should become standard 

practice in courthouses to avert potential security incidences from arising.  
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• Provision of jury rooms  

It was highlighted that juries are always a priority group within the courts system and 

their accommodation is prioritised over that of other groups. The jury room facilities 

in recently built and refurbished courthouses are of a good standard and include with 

tea/coffee making facilities, en-suite bathrooms, natural light and separate circulation 

routes for jurors.  

COVID-19 impacted on the selection process and facilitation of juries within 

courthouses. Risk assessments are carried out as standard to ascertain whether it is 

necessary to change procedures in this regard. Courtrooms were used for jury 

deliberations instead of jury rooms, which were too small to accommodate 12 jurors 

and also allow for adequate social distancing.  

The manner in which juries are empanelled, (or how they are enrolled onto a jury) 

has also changed due to space constraints within courtrooms. People summoned for 

jury duty are now dispersed throughout courthouses in small, socially distanced 

groups and each group is linked back to the courtroom by video conferencing 

technology 

On occasion, where courthouses cannot provide this additional space, 

accommodation is hired in hotels, theatres or leisure centres where empanelling is 

completed over a videolink to courthouses. 

V-SAC pointed out that, on jury selection days, some courthouses’ foyers can be 

extremely busy as potential jury members congregate along with the public, victims, 

defendants, legal professionals, etc while they are waiting to be called. 
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• Provision of facilities for media  

There are media rooms available in some courtrooms but this is not consistent in all 

courthouses throughout the country. Stakeholders suggested there were adequate 

facilities for media coverage in most courthouses.  

While new courthouses generally include media rooms where media can file reports, 

older courthouses facilitate a media’s presence by reserving seats for them.  

Some submissions stated it was unclear whether there were any media facilities in 

courthouses on the Midland Circuit and it was recommended that a review of media 

facilities in courthouses be undertaken to clarify if there were any such gaps in media 

facilities. 

The pandemic also impacted on the number of people allowed into courtrooms, 

although the Courts Service pointed out that media were facilitated with priority 

access to courtrooms and through links to observe remote court proceedings and 

reduce the need for them to appear physically in courthouses.   
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX 1 - ORDERS OF REFERENCE OF THE COMMITTEE 
Functions of Departmental Select Committees.  
 
95. (1) The Dáil may appoint a Departmental Select Committee to consider 
and, unless otherwise provided for in these Standing Orders or by order, to 
report to the Dáil on any matter relating to— 
 

(a) legislation, policy, governance, expenditure and administration 
of―  

 
(i) a Government Department, and 
 
(ii) State bodies within the responsibility of such Department, 

and  
 
(b) the performance of a non-State body in relation to an agreement 
for the provision of services that it has entered into with any such 
Government Department or State body. 
 

(2) A Select Committee appointed pursuant to this Standing Order shall 
also consider such other matters which― 
 

(a) stand referred to the Committee by virtue of these Standing 
Orders or statute law, or 
 

(b) shall be referred to the Committee by order of the Dáil.  
 

 
(3) The principal purpose of Committee consideration of matters of policy, 
governance, expenditure and administration under paragraph (1) shall be―  

 
(a) for the accountability of the relevant Minister or Minister of State, 

and 
  
(b) to assess the performance of the relevant Government 

Department or of a State body within the responsibility of the 
relevant Department, in delivering public services while achieving 
intended outcomes, including value for money. 
 

(4) A Select Committee appointed pursuant to this Standing Order shall not 
consider any matter relating to accounts audited by, or reports of, the 
Comptroller and Auditor General unless the Committee of Public Accounts― 
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(a) consents to such consideration, or  
 
(b) has reported on such accounts or reports. 
 

(5) A Select Committee appointed pursuant to this Standing Order may be 
joined with a Select Committee appointed by Seanad Éireann to be and act 
as a Joint Committee for the purposes of paragraph (1) and such other 
purposes as may be specified in these Standing Orders or by order of the 
Dáil: provided that the Joint Committee shall not consider― 
  

(a) the Committee Stage of a Bill, 
  

(b) Estimates for Public Services, or  
 

(c) a proposal contained in a motion for the approval of an 
international agreement involving a charge upon public funds 
referred to the Committee by order of the Dáil.  

 
 
 
(6) Any report that the Joint Committee proposes to make shall, on 
adoption by the Joint Committee, be made to both Houses of the 
Oireachtas. 
 
(7) The Cathaoirleach of the Select Committee appointed pursuant to this 
Standing Order shall also be Cathaoirleach of the Joint Committee. 
 
(8) Where a Select Committee proposes to consider― 
 

(a) EU draft legislative acts standing referred to the Select 
Committee under Standing Order 133, including the compliance of 
such acts with the principle of subsidiarity, 

 
(b) other proposals for EU legislation and related policy issues, 

including programmes and guidelines prepared by the European 
Commission as a basis of possible legislative action,  
 

(c) non-legislative documents published by any EU institution in 
relation to EU policy matters, or  
 

(d) matters listed for consideration on the agenda for meetings of 
the relevant Council (of Ministers) of the European Union and the 
outcome of such meetings, the following may be notified 
accordingly and shall have the right to attend and take part in such 
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consideration without having a right to move motions or 
amendments or the right to vote: 

  
(i) members of the European Parliament elected from 
constituencies in Ireland,  
 
(ii) members of the Irish delegation to the Parliamentary 
Assembly of the Council of Europe, and  
 
(iii) at the invitation of the Committee, other members of the 
European Parliament.  

 
(9) A Select Committee appointed pursuant to this Standing Order may, in 
respect of any Ombudsman charged with oversight of public services within 
the policy remit of the relevant Department consider— 
  

(a) such motions relating to the appointment of an Ombudsman as 
may be referred to the Committee, and  
 
(b) such Ombudsman reports laid before either or both Houses of the 
Oireachtas as the Committee may select: Provided that the provisions 
of Standing Order 130 apply where the Select Committee has not 
considered the Ombudsman report, or a portion or portions thereof, 
within two months (excluding Christmas, Easter or summer recess 
periods) of the report being laid before either or both Houses of the 
Oireachtas.1 

  

 
1 Retained pending review of the Joint Committee on Public Petitions.  
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Powers of Select Committees.  
 
96. Unless the Dáil shall otherwise order, a Committee appointed pursuant 
to these Standing Orders shall have the following powers:  
 
(1) power to invite and receive oral and written evidence and to print and 
publish from time to time―  
 

(a) minutes of such evidence as was heard in public, and  
 
(b) such evidence in writing as the Committee thinks fit;  

 
(2) power to appoint sub-Committees and to refer to such sub-Committees 
any matter comprehended by its orders of reference and to delegate any 
of its powers to such sub-Committees, including power to report directly to 
the Dáil;  
 
(3) power to draft recommendations for legislative change and for new 
legislation;  
 
(4) in relation to any statutory instrument, including those laid or laid in 
draft before either or both Houses of the Oireachtas, power to―  
 

(a) require any Government Department or other instrument-making 
authority concerned to―  

 
(i) submit a memorandum to the Select Committee explaining 

the statutory 
Instrument, or  

 
(ii) attend a meeting of the Select Committee to explain any 
such statutory instrument: Provided that the authority 
concerned may decline to attend for reasons given in writing to 
the Select Committee, which may report thereon to the Dáil,  

and 
 
(b) recommend, where it considers that such action is warranted, 
that the instrument should be annulled or amended;  

 
(5) power to require that a member of the Government or Minister of State 
shall attend before the Select Committee to discuss―  
 

(a) policy, or  
 
(b) proposed primary or secondary legislation (prior to such 
legislation being published),  
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for which he or she is officially responsible: Provided that a member of the 
Government or Minister of State may decline to attend for stated reasons 
given in writing to the Select Committee, which may report thereon to the 
Dáil: and provided further that a member of the Government or Minister of 
State may request to attend a meeting of the Select Committee to enable 
him or her to discuss such policy or proposed legislation;  
 
(6) power to require that a member of the Government or Minister of State 
shall attend before the Select Committee and provide, in private session if 
so requested by the attendee, oral briefings in advance of meetings of the 
relevant EC Council (of Ministers) of the European Union to enable the 
Select Committee to make known its views: Provided that the Committee 
may also require such attendance following such meetings;  
 
(7) power to require that the Cathaoirleach designate of a body or agency 
under the aegis of a Department shall, prior to his or her appointment, 
attend before the Select Committee to discuss his or her strategic priorities 
for the role;  
 
(8) power to require that a member of the Government or Minister of State 
who is officially  
 
responsible for the implementation of an Act shall attend before a Select 
Committee in relation to the consideration of a report under Standing Order 
197; 
 
(9) subject to any constraints otherwise prescribed by law, power to require 
that principal office-holders of a―  
 

(a) State body within the responsibility of a Government Department 
or  

 
(b) non-State body which is partly funded by the State,  
shall attend meetings of the Select Committee, as appropriate, to 
discuss issues for which they are officially responsible: Provided that 
such an office-holder may decline to attend for stated reasons given 
in writing to the Select Committee, which may report thereon to the 
Dáil;  

and 
 
(10) power to―  
 

(a) engage the services of persons with specialist or technical 
knowledge, to assist it or any of its sub-Committees in considering 
particular matters; and  
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(b) undertake travel;  

 
Provided that the powers under this paragraph are subject to such 
recommendations as may be made by the Working Group of Committee 
Cathaoirleach under Standing Order 120(4)(a).’  
 
 
Standing Orders 107 and 109 ‒ Committees meeting in Private  
 
That Standing Order 107 be amended by the addition of the following 
paragraph after paragraph (2):  
 
‘(3) Where a Standing, Select or Special Committee, by Order, meets in 
private, such meeting may be held on such specified videoconferencing 
platform as may be approved and provided by the Houses of the Oireachtas 
Commission: Provided that minutes of Private Meetings will be proposed 
and decided at the next (public) Meeting of the Committee.’  
 
That Standing Order 109 (‘Quorum of Select Committees’) be amended by 
the inclusion in paragraph (4) of ‘or, for the purpose of Standing Order 
107(3) taking part in proceedings on such specified videoconferencing 
platform as may be approved and provided by the Houses of the Oireachtas 
Commission,’ after ‘present’, and by the addition of the following proviso:  
‘Provided further that references in Standing Orders to being present, 

taking part in proceedings, attending and participating shall be construed 

accordingly.’. 
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APPENDIX 2 - LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS AND SUBMISSIONS  
The Committee received submissions from the following stakeholders 

 The Bar of Ireland 

 The Courts Service 

 Victim’s Support at Court (V-SAC) 

 National Disability Authority (NDA) 

 AsIAm 

 Office of Public Works (OPW) 

 Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage 

 

[Submissions are available in the online version of the Committee’s Report, which will 

be accessible at https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/committees/33/justice/]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.oireachtas.ie/en/committees/33/justice/
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1. Introduction   
  

The Council of The Bar of Ireland is the accredited representative body of the independent 

referral Bar in Ireland, which consists of members of the Law Library and has a current 

membership of approximately 2,150 practising barristers. The Bar of Ireland is long 

established, and its members have acquired a reputation amongst solicitors, clients and 

members of the public at large as providing representation and advices of the highest 

professional standards. The principles that barristers are independent, owe an overriding duty 

to the proper administration of justice and that the interests of their clients are defended 

fearlessly in accordance with ethical duties are at the heart of the independent referral bar.   

  

2. Scope of the Consultation  
  

The Council of The Bar of Ireland (‘the Council’) welcomes the opportunity to make 

submissions to the Joint Committee on Justice in relation to the topic of Courts and 

Courthouses.   

  

The invitation from the Joint Committee on Justice invited the Council to consider the 

following:  

1. Are there sufficient numbers of courthouses/courtrooms throughout the State and are 

they sufficiently resourced?  

2. The need to maintain and modernise courthouses while acknowledging the importance 

of such buildings from an historical and heritage and economic perspectives;   

3. Whether courthouses are currently equipped to provide separate entrances and waiting 

areas for victims and the accused?  

4. Whether courthouses are appropriately equipped with facilities and interview suites 

particularly for those who may be considered vulnerable or those with visible and 

invisible disabilities;   

5. In view of the Covid-19 pandemic, are courthouses structurally suitable to ensure social 

distancing and have the facilities to conduct remote participation;   

6. Are there sufficient facilities/accommodation in courthouses to allow for engagement 

between legal advisors and their clients?   

7. Are jury rooms adequate to accommodate juries who are providing a valuable service 

to the State?   

8. Noting that justice must be done and must be seen to be done, are there adequate 

facilities for media coverage, where appropriate?   

9. Is there sufficient IT support in courts to provide for the use of technology in courtrooms 

for children and minors attending court?   

10. Are courthouses geographically located in places that are easily accessible for those that 

need to attend them?   
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11. Is security adequate in courthouses – is there a case for the presence of a “Court 

Garda”?   

3. Issues Arising  

Notwithstanding significant improvements to many courthouses in recent decades, it remains 

the position that all those who use courthouses and in particular litigants are faced with 

wholly unsuitable and inconsistent court facilities, where in some instances, even basic needs 

are not met.  A lack of adequate consultation rooms and separate waiting areas in court 

venues directly impacts on the manner in which proceedings are conducted. The lack of 

appropriate facilities significantly increases stress and anxiety which can result in volatility 

and on occasion violence in the course of litigation. A modern and efficient courts 

infrastructure will undoubtedly improve the experience of court users and the management 

of litigation.   

The Council considers that there are two broad issues to be addressed:  

1. The physical infrastructure of courthouses, and   

2. The requisite IT upgrades required to facilitate remote hearings and hybrid hearings.  

4. Physical Infrastructure  

4.1. The Council supports the Courts Service in its endeavours to bring new technology and 

modern ways of working to the administration of justice so that it operates to the highest 

standard for everyone, from vulnerable court users, witnesses and litigants to judges and legal 

professionals. Much work was done to ensure the safety of all court users during the 

pandemic. While the introduction of remote hearings has greatly assisted stakeholders, there 

are significant aspects of litigation that are negatively impacted by remote hearings rather 

than in person hearings, and it is the Council’s view that in person hearings are essential for 

the majority of cases.  It is imperative that the physical infrastructure is not overlooked or 

neglected due to the reduced number of in person hearings due to the pandemic. It must be 

considered that not every person involved in litigation owns the technology and/or has access 

to appropriate facilities and/or has the capability (due to vulnerability or otherwise) to 

conduct a remote hearing.  Access to local courts must be facilitated in a manner which can 

meet the reasonable needs of all citizens.  

4.2. Courthouses are an important addition to towns in Ireland. Many county courthouses 

require ongoing investment to ensure that they do not fall into disrepair and can continue to 

provide a valuable and much needed function. It is both desirable and achievable to maintain 

the historical infrastructure while modernising courtrooms by inputting modern connections 
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which do not interfere with the structural and historical integrity of the building. In the 

Council’s view there is a need to maintain and modernise courthouses while acknowledging 

the importance of such buildings from historical and heritage and economic perspectives.   

4.3. In order to ascertain whether there are sufficient number of courthouses in a given 

district or circuit, an analysis of the geographical location of courthouses should be 

undertaken to ensure that access to courts is facilitated while also ensuring that all available 

courthouses are utilised. A broad economic and societal perspective would therefore be 

necessary, rather than solely an organisational one. An evaluation of catchment areas which 

takes account of the socio-economic profile of an area, including access to transport 

infrastructure, would be deemed necessary in that regard. The location of courthouses also 

has a knock-on impact on other key stakeholders, including State Agencies, and thus a ‘whole 

of Government’ perspective which provides access to all the necessary services is essential. 

Feedback from practitioners records that many courthouses are under-utilised. The Council 

notes that the under-utilisation of Courthouses is often the result of a lack of judges and 

appropriate staff rather than related to the physical infrastructure of the building. It is the 

Council’s view that courthouses are under resourced both in terms of staff and judges and in 

the facilities within the courthouses, more detail of which is contained in this submission. It is 

also the case that courthouses, being public buildings, should be accessible (and particularly 

consultation rooms within those courthouses) irrespective of whether a court is actually 

sitting at any given time.  

4.4. The Department of Justice and the Courts Service should adopt a policy that, going 

forward, every courthouse has adequate facilities. There should be access to free drinking 

water and a vending machine. The courthouse in Tralee and some courts in the Western 

Circuit currently have no hot water in the bathroom facilities. The provision of a larger number 

of consultations rooms where clients may engage with their legal practitioners in private is 

essential. While in general it may be said that there is an insufficient number of consultations 

rooms, which are necessary for privacy, in some of the more modern courthouses, for 

example Portlaoise, consultation rooms are being utilised for storage. Consultation rooms 

should also be available outside of court hours. Many bar rooms are inadequate around the 

country and are a necessary facility for legal practitioners in county courts. By way of example, 

the Circuit Liaison Committee reports that many of the bar rooms have an insufficient number 

of chairs. Practitioners report that more could be done to facilitate access to printing and 

shredding bins are not always emptied in good time. Lecterns should be provided in every 

court room.  

4.5. Provision of supports and facilities must extend to all users of the court, including those 

with a disability. All court venues should include wheelchair ramps, induction loop systems, 

video link facilities for vulnerable users, and appropriate supports for people with intellectual 

disabilities. The Public Sector Equality and Human Rights Duty contained within section 42 of 

the Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission Act 2014, requires public bodies to have 

regard to the need to promote equality, eliminate discrimination and protect the human 
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rights of staff and service users. At present not all court houses have adequate facilities for 

those with disabilities, and it is recommended that all courthouses be assessed in this regard 

and improvements made where required. Similarly, not all courthouses have sufficient IT 

support to provide for the use of technology in courtrooms for children and minors attending 

court. It is imperative that there is uniformity of services, equipment and facilities across the 

country.     

4.6. Acoustics generally should be central to any courtroom adaption or re-design to ensure 

all parties to proceedings can be adequately heard. Investment in screens and technology in 

courtrooms will, beyond the pandemic, allow for the continuation of hybrid hearings and the 

use of evidence and other e-documents for all in the courtroom to see clearly. Much work 

was done to ensure the safety of all court users during the pandemic which is appreciated.   

4.7. While there have been adequate facilities for media coverage heretofore in most 

courthouses, the Council notes that the number of persons allowed in the court has been 

reduced during as a result of the pandemic and that a review of media facilities is required. 

The Circuit Liaison Committee report that it is not known whether  there are any media 

facilities in any of the courthouses on the Midland Circuit.  

4.8. The lack of adequate facilities generally has given rise to significant safety issues for 

members of the public, legal practitioners and the judiciary. Most courthouses are currently 

not equipped to provide separate entrances and waiting areas for victims and the accused, 

which creates obvious issues for victims. A series of very serious security incidents have 

occurred in recent years in civil and criminal courts. On one occasion, a litigant produced an 

imitation firearm and a suspect device and held a member of the judiciary, a legal practitioner 

and a litigant hostage. A full security review of all court buildings should be undertaken by the 

Courts Service, and professional advice should be obtained. The Courts Service should comply 

with that advice and fund suitable arrangements that ensure the security of every courthouse 

across the country. Subject to such advice the presence of a Court Garda has much to 

commend it.  

4.9. It is not possible to ensure safe social distancing in all courthouses as many courtrooms 

in circuit towns are small.  However, courts staff have done sterling work with notices and 

tape etc indicating where people should sit and not sit, and the allocation of specific times for 

hearing has reduced the number of people in courthouses and courtrooms very successfully. 

Therefore, while structurally many courthouses are not suitable to ensure safe social 

distancing a change in the running of court lists has in the main been a successful means of 

addressing this.   
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5. Remote Hearings  

5.1 While physical access to courthouses and to hearings is imperative, it is likely that some 

form of remote hearings will continue in the future and therefore some consideration must 

be given as to how those that have no access to or can least afford the technology required 

to participate in a remote hearing can be facilitated.   

5.2 All courts should have adequate broadband and Wi-Fi to support remote hearings 

together with hearing rooms/ pods so that participants with inadequate facilities of their own 

may use such a room/pod to participate in their hearing.  At present not all courthouses have 

adequate broadband, this is a matter that urgently requires action. There is a lack of facilities 

in courthouses at present to allow persons with no personal devices and/or physical space to 

participate in remote hearings, again this is a matter that requires urgent action as it may 

deny litigants and accused persons their right to effectively participate in proceedings. Those 

that are accessing a court remotely require the ability to hear and see anyone that may not 

be in a position to participate remotely and who may be addressing the court. This will require 

a significant upgrade in technology for many courthouses, which at present do not have such 

technology. For more detail on the technology required please see the Council submission to 

the Court services entitled “Consultation on the Development of the Upcoming Courts 

Service ICT and Data Strategies” at Appendix 1.   

5.3 There needs to be a more streamlined approach to ensuring e-briefs are before the Court. 

Many courts are not equipped to hear remote applications/ remote evidence. Investment in 

screens etc is important as they would be used beyond the pandemic for the presentation of 

paperless evidence. Again, it is the Council’s view that there should be uniformity across the 

country in respect of the facilities to conduct remote hearings.    
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Introduction  

The Council of the Bar of Ireland (“the Council”) is the accredited representative body of the 

independent referral Bar in Ireland, which consists of members of the Law Library and has a current 

membership of approximately 2,150 practising barristers.   

  

The Council has prepared the following brief submission in response to an invitation from the Courts 

Service.  The response follows the format of the questionnaire provided by the Courts Service as part 

of the consultation.  

  

1. Courtroom Technology  

Courts Service Brief description:  

Courtroom Technology is key to enabling the function of the Courts Service offering. Technology has 

taken a pivotal role in our response to Covid-19 and has allowed not only for proceedings to continue, 

but with a greater capacity and flexibility – underlining the potential for the use of technology in the 

courtroom. Enhancing physical courtroom services remains essential to the operation of the Courts 

Service, improving existing tools and the introduction of new features and functionalities will be a 

priority in the upcoming ICT and Data Strategies to help support a modern, digital courtroom 

experience. The primary areas of this theme include:  

• Digital Audio Recordings (DAR)   

• Virtual appearances within a physical courtroom  

• Remote hearings / Video Conferencing  

• Digital evidence presentation, including CCTV  

• Network connectivity - Wi-Fi  

• Devices and systems available at the bench  

  

Q: Are there aspects of Courtroom Technology that could be improved, or areas that you feel we 

should focus on?  Are there digital experiences you would like to see addressed under this theme?  

  

The European Commission for the Efficiency of Justice (CEPEJ) recently adopted guidelines on 

videoconferencing in judicial proceedings.  The guidelines provide a set of key measures that 

States and Courts should follow to ensure that use of videoconferencing in judicial proceedings 

does not undermine the right to a fair trial as enshrined in Article 6 of the European Convention 

on Human Rights (ECHR) and meets the requirements of the Convention for the Protection of 

Individuals with regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data.   

  

Part II of the guidelines address the technical and organisational requirements for video 

conferencing in judicial proceedings.  Rather than repeating the contents of the CEPEJ guidelines, a 

copy of the detailed guidelines is appended to this submission (Appendix 1) and may act as a 

useful checklist to ensure the basic requirements for Courtroom technology.  

  

Members of the Law Library would like to see one common AV technology platform for online 

hearings, with the following attributes:  
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• AV platform to have the capability of displaying a user-defined number of participants on 

the screen at the one time  

• AV platform to be customisable so that practitioners can vary the screen layout as 

appropriate to the type of hearing   

• AV platform must have a controller who can manage the technology (using mute, access 

control, camera control etc) to ensure the orderly progress of the hearing  

• AV platform must communicate real-time information to the controller so that the 

controller knows who is logged on and off at all times, with an obvious alert if someone 

logged on becomes cut off due to technical or connectivity issues  

• The availability of a “chat function” should be explored so that participants can 

communicate with the controller  

• The issue of how to handle documents to be presented at hearings needs a solution, both 

in terms of handing documents in to court for the judge to peruse and handing documents 

to a witness (e.g. photographs, maps) for the witness to comment on and so that the witness 

can indicate areas of interest on the document to all other participants  

• System should support the giving of evidence, in person via link or streamed to attendees if 

being presented in person.  

• System should support normal courtroom interactions such as the ability to signal to the 

judge for an objection, facilitate easy judicial interaction with Counsel etc  

• The issue of facilitating legal team interaction and taking of client instruction in a personal 

and confidential manner needs a solution  

• Other evidence, such as CCTV, should also be accommodated on the platform and replay 

controls made available to attendees.  

• If it is intended that courtroom technology will be used in criminal trials, the unique issues 

arising therein will need to addressed.  

  

Connectivity to Court must be sufficient in terms of quality and reliability. Improvements to in-court 

wi-fi systems is required to reach this standard. Perhaps an individual wi-fi network per courtroom 

or court house might be considered appropriate.  

  

A suitable digital recording facility should be available in each court for use as required. The files 

produced by this system should be encrypted to prevent unauthorised disclosure.   

  

A digital experience must be brought to List management. A ‘live’ real-time legal diary for current 

activity in each court, particularly for motions and callovers, is essential to streamline attendances.  

  

  

2. Digital Case Support Systems Courts 

Service Brief description:  

As the Courts Service moves further away from manual, paper-based processes, it is critical that the 

new digital systems that replace them are designed both to be intuitive and able to meet users 

demands, supporting more modern and efficient ways of working. As the technological capability 

increases, the integration, interoperability and optimisation of modern solutions into a coherent 
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endto-end digitally enabled case management platform is essential. This will reduce the workload and 

friction between tools and processes in aiding administration of justice and bringing the necessary 

standardisation and efficiencies. This is an area that the Courts Service aims to develop through its ICT 

Strategy to help improve the efficiency of the daily tasks carried out across a number of areas, such 

as:  

• E-Filling  

• Online case tracking   

• Digital document management (access, sharing, annotations)  

• Online payments  

• Online registries  

  

Q. Are there aspects of Digital Case Support Systems that could be improved, or areas that you feel 

we should focus on?  Are there digital experiences you would like to see addressed under this 

theme?  

  

An agreed common platform for e-filings should be made available with the ability to lodge 

documents in advance and visibility offered on a case-by-case basis to all those involved. This should 

be provided and administered by the Courts Service. This platform should also support 

collaboration so that editing; annotation and manipulation can be safely performed individually or 

collaboratively.  

  

Given the importance of the content in this system, a high level of data security is required to ensure 

its authentication and integrity.    

  

The Bar of Ireland is a subscriber to VizLegal and is aware that online case tracking has already been 

developed by that provider.  It is suggested that the Courts Service should engage with VizLegal in 

order to establish if that solution which is already in being could be leveraged by the Courts Service.  

  

The progress of each case through the system, and the legal diary for the day, should be published 

on a Courts Service extranet that is dynamic and provides real-time updates to practitioners.  

  

  

3. Data  

Courts Service Brief description:  

Providing accurate data to the right people at the right time is important to both increase levels of 

transparency, and lower the cost of the administration of justice.  Equally, ongoing operations and 

future planning decisions for the Courts Service, and the wider justice sector, are very dependent on 

high-quality data.  The Courts Service recognises the importance of data as a key enabler.  A threeyear 

Data Strategy due for publication in Q4 2021 will support the improved management of data both for 

use within the Courts Service and other justice sector bodies that interact with us on a daily basis.  The 

primary areas that it will address include:  

• promoting improved access to data via digital channels and a reduced reliance on paper;  
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• encouraging appropriate digital data sharing with authorised bodies to streamline processes 

and increase data accuracy;  

• provision of enhanced data analytics capabilities to support better analysis and 

decisionmaking capability.  

• enhancing existing data governance structures, including the adoption of a data quality 

framework to support ongoing measurement and improvement initiatives;  

• expanding the range of policies supporting the management of data (e.g. records 

management);  

  

Overall, the Data Strategy will support the Courts Service in its efforts to increase levels of maturity in 

the management and use of data across the Courts Service.  

Q. Are there any topics, outcomes or concerns relating to data that you think we should focus on as 

part of the Data Strategy?   

  

In building the data strategy, it is clear from the introduction above that the Courts Service see the 

sharing, collaboration and reporting of system data as important. The Bar of Ireland has 

transformed our online services in the last few years and there are many benefits arising from this 

transformation.  

  

To facilitate this transformation, the following should be considered:  

  

• Security of the data  

• Structured backups and retention policies for all data  

• Secure access control for users of the system (including SSO and MFA )  

• Federated links to authorised Court Services partners  •  System to be GDPR compliant  

  

  

4. Supporting Themes  

Courts Service Brief description:  

The strategies will also include a number of internally-focused supporting themes to support and 

protect the functioning of the Judiciary and staff. These themes will address:  

• Desktop communication and collaboration tools to better equip our IT users for modern 

hybrid ways of working;  

• Cyber security and information management practices to protect the organisation from the 

increased risk and exposure to cyber-attacks, and;  

• ICT governance and organisational structures to allow for new agile ways of working and to 

build our capacity and capability in order to meet the demands of modernisation.  

  

Q. Are there any topics, outcomes or concerns relating to the above themes that you would like the 
strategies to address?    
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This question appears to relate to the internal operations of the Courts Service and therefore this 

section is deemed not applicable for our response.  

  

  

5. Other  

Q. Do you have any other suggestions for either of the upcoming ICT and Data Strategies?  

  

Although there is an emphasis on increased electronic and online activity, print will still form a part 

of the process. Printing facilities are required in all Courthouse premises and should be made 

available to practitioners.  

  

The Bar of Ireland is happy to work in collaboration with Court Services IT and we will facilitate any 

high-level links between existing or envisaged systems. We can provide a single point of integration 

for any services that require online authentication for our members via our lawlibrary.ie domain.  
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GUIDELINES  

  

PURPOSE AND SCOPE  

These Guidelines1 provide a set of key measures that states and courts should follow to 

ensure that use of videoconferencing in judicial proceedings does not undermine the right to 

a fair trial as enshrined in Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and 

meets the requirements of the  Convention for the Protection of Individuals with regard to 

Automatic Processing of Personal Data. The purpose is to provide states with a framework 

aiming at eliminating any risk of a violation of the parties' rights during remote hearings, in 

particular their right to be heard and to actively participate in proceedings, and the right of 

defence. The Guidelines cover all judicial proceedings and can also be   applicable mutatis 

mutandis to the public prosecution services.  

The document is structured as follows: In the first part, the guidelines address procedural 

issues concerning all types of judicial proceedings, emphasising the particularities of criminal 

proceedings. In the second part, the guidelines address the technical and organisational 

requirements for videoconferencing in judicial proceedings. The appendix contains a checklist 

of the basic requirements for the implementation of videoconferencing in judicial practice.  

  

DEFINITIONS  

For the purposes of these guidelines, the terms below shall be defined as follows:  

i. videoconferencing refers to a system that allows two-way and simultaneous 

communication of image and sound enabling visual, audio and verbal interaction 

during the remote hearing;  

ii. remote hearing refers to a hearing that is held through videoconferencing; iii. the 

term “court” refers to the judicial authority that organises remote hearings, in the 

exercise of its functions.  

  

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES  

A. All guarantees to a fair trial under ECHR apply to remote hearings in all judicial 

proceedings. The key elements are the right to effective access to a court, fairness 

of the proceedings, adversarial character of the process, equality of arms, proper 

administration of evidence, time to prepare and access to materials, the court’s 

decision in a reasonable time, data security and risk management.  

B. States should establish a legal framework that provides a clear basis for allowing 

courts to hold remote hearings in judicial proceedings.  

C. It is for the court to decide, within the applicable legal framework, whether a certain 

hearing should be held remotely, with the aim of ensuring the overall fairness of the 

proceedings.  

D. The court should safeguard the right of a party to be effectively assisted by a lawyer 

in all judicial proceedings, including confidentiality of their communication.  

  

 
1 The guidelines were elaborated on the basis of a draft prepared by the experts of the CEPEJ: Marek 

Swierczynski (Poland) and Alexandre Palanco (France).  
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PART I - PROCEDURAL ISSUES ON VIDEOCONFERENCING IN RESPECT OF THE 

RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL  

  

Guidelines on all judicial proceedings  

  

Decision to hold a remote hearing  

1) States should ensure that the legal framework provides the courts with sufficient 

grounds to decide whether a remote hearing can or should be held in a particular case.   

2) Based on the legal framework provided by the state, the court should determine 

whether holding a remote hearing is reasonable and appropriate under the specific 

circumstances of the case and reason its decision.  

3) The parties should have the opportunity to consult with the court: i) on whether a 

remote hearing can or should be held in the case, ii) on the specific arrangements for 

such a remote hearing, iii) to address any security concerns of the parties, and iv) to 

request the court to hold a hearing in person, stating their reasons.  

4) The decision should be open to possible review before a competent authority in 

accordance with national law.  

  

Right to participate effectively  

5) The court should give the participants the opportunity to test the audio and video 

quality, either prior, for example through self-testing, or at the start of the hearing 

allowing each participant to familiarise themselves with the features of the 

videoconferencing platform.  

6) During the remote hearing, the court should be able to continuously monitor the quality 

of the image and sound of the video link in order to minimize technical incidents that 

may affect the right of the parties to participate effectively in the proceedings.  

7) The court should ensure that the transmission can be seen and heard by those 

involved in the proceedings and by members of the public where the proceedings are 

held in public.  

8) The court should consider the situation and challenges of persons in vulnerable 

positions, such as children, migrants, or persons with disabilities in the decision to have 

a remote hearing and its modalities.  

9) The court should suspend the hearing in case of a technical incident until it has been 

corrected, depending on its nature. Such a suspension should be registered in the 

minutes of the remote hearing.  

  

Identification and privacy  

10) All participants of the remote hearing should be identified by the court. The measures 

of identification should be clearly within the applicable legal framework and not 

excessively intrusive or burdensome.  

11) The privacy of the remote hearing’s participants should be protected and respective 

risks to their privacy should be mitigated by the court. All necessary measures should 

be taken in order to eliminate any risk of a violation of the parties right to privacy.  
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Publicity and recording  

12) The court should preserve the public nature of remote hearing by creating a 

comprehensive procedure for public participation. The publicity of the remote hearing 

can be ensured, for example, by allowing the public to join the remote hearing in real 

time or uploading the recordings to the court's website.   

   

13) No photographing, recording, broadcasting or any other form of dissemination of any 

part of the remote hearing (including the audio track) may be made unless previously 

authorised by the court.  

  

Witnesses and experts  

14) As far as a national legal system permits, the examination of the witnesses and experts 

during the remote hearing should follow as closely as possible the practice adopted 

when a witness or expert is present in the courtroom.   

15) The respective arrangements should be given special consideration in order to ensure 

the integrity of remote hearings and avoid pressure or influence on the witnesses or 

experts during such hearings.  

  

Evidence  

16) The court should provide instructions on the procedure the participants need to follow 

to present documents or any other materials during the remote hearing.  

17) Practical arrangements should be made to ensure that all participants can see and/or 

hear the material presented during the remote hearing.  

18) The presentation of new allegations, arguments and/or evidence during a remote 

hearing should follow the adversarial principle and the court should ensure the right to 

counter-evidence.  

  

Interpreters  

19) When an interpreter is needed during the remote hearing, the presence of the 

interpreter alongside the participant who does not speak the language of the court 

should be preferred.   

20) At any time during the hearing, the interpreter should have appropriate visual contact 

with the person whose speech is being interpreted.   

  

Guidelines specifically for criminal proceedings  

Legitimate aim  

21) If legislation does not require the free and informed consent of the defendant, the 

court’s decision for his or her participation in the remote hearing should serve a 

legitimate aim.   

22) The legitimate aim of remote hearing in criminal proceedings should be based on such 

values as the protection of public order, public health, the prevention of offences, and 

the protection of the right to life, liberty, and security of witnesses and victims of crimes.  
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Compliance with the right to a trial within a reasonable time can be considered by the 

court in particular at stages in the proceedings subsequent to the first instance.  

  

Effective participation of the defendant  

23) The video link provided should enable the defendant to see and hear the participants 

of the remote hearing, including the other parties, judges, witnesses and experts. The 

participants should be able to see and hear the defendant.   

24) The court should react to technical incidents reported by the defendant. Prior to the 

remote hearing, the defendant should be informed of the procedure for reporting 

technical incidents to the presiding judge (e.g. through designation of a responsible 

official agent near the defendant or an alert button on the video link interface).  

25) In case of the defendant’s continuous improper conduct, the court should inform the 

defendant of its power to mute, interrupt or suspend the defendant’s video link, before 

actually making this decision.  

26) In case the defendant was muted, the court should ensure that the legal representative 

of the defendant is still able to exercise the right to legal assistance during the remote 

hearing and the proceedings as a whole.  

  

Legal representation  

27) The defendant should have effective access to legal representation before and during 

the remote hearing, including the right to communicate with their lawyer confidentially 

before the beginning of the hearing.    

28) The court should adjourn or suspend the remote hearing in the absence of the 

defendant’s legal representative. In such circumstances, the court should take all 

necessary measures to ensure the right to legal representation of the defendant, 

including possible appointment of an ex officio defence counsel.   

29) The defendant should be able to confer with their legal representative and exchange 

confidential instructions without surveillance. The presence of other persons sharing 

the same room as the defendant during such exchanges should be excluded.  

30) The defendant should be able to communicate with their legal representative over a 

secured system. The defendant should be assured of the confidentiality of such 

communications. The use of a secured line, different from the video link provided for 

the remote hearing, should be privileged.  

31) Specific arrangements should be taken to ensure that the interpretation of 

communication between the defendant and their legal representative does not 

undermine its confidentiality.  
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PART II - ORGANISATIONAL AND TECHNICAL ISSUES OF VIDEOCONFERENCING  

  

Key requirements  

32) States are encouraged to allocate adequate public funding and resources to enable 

effective videoconferencing in judicial proceedings.  

33) States should ensure as much as possible a true-to-life hearing experience including 

full communication and interaction of all the parties to the procedure with the person 

to be heard.  

34) Conduct of the remote hearing should be based on the principles of fairness, 

efficiency, expedience of proceedings, co-operation, security and legality of personal 

data processing.  

  

Instructions for the participants  

35) The court should provide the participants with clear rules, instructions, and/or tutorials 

on the use of videoconferencing and conduct of the remote hearing. It is 

recommended to prepare information materials not only in text format, but also as 

short videos. Madeto-measure tutorials or training sessions on the use of the platform 

should be considered. The participants should be reminded that they appear before 

the court and should therefore behave suitably in compliance with applicable laws, 

good practices, and court etiquette, which should be adapted in any case to remote 

hearings.  

36) Sufficient notice about technical requirements, including the date, time (considering 

different time zones), place and the conditions of the remote hearing should be given 

in advance by the court to the participants.  

37) The court should request participants to secure a reliable video connection of sufficient 

quality and ensure adequate visibility and lighting in order to be able to participate 

effectively in the remote hearing.  

38) If possible and required, the court should schedule a test videoconferencing session 

prior to the remote hearing to allow guidance to be given on how the remote hearing 

will be conducted, the technology to be used, and any other relevant issues.  

39) The court and participants should join the videoconferencing session in good time 

before the remote hearing is due in order to resolve any technical issues.  

40) All participants should be informed by the court of possible technical and other 

difficulties that could be experienced by others and reminded to avoid over-speaking 

and mute their microphones when they are not speaking.  

41) Depending on national law, the participants can attend a hearing by videoconference 

from courtrooms, detention facilities, law firms, or other safe places. The hearing’s 

setting, including equipment, should guarantee the integrity of statements of every 

participant, in particular the vulnerable ones.   

  

Security  

42) Practical arrangements should be made in advance to mitigate the risk that the 

videoconferencing hardware, software and connections are vulnerable to improper 

access, such as hacking or other illicit access.  
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43) Contingency plans should be in place in order to effectively deal with issues such as 

sudden technical failures, disconnections, power outages (alternative communication 

channels and technical support), or data security breaches.  

44) Cloud computing services used during remote hearings, and potential data storage, 

should comply with data protection laws.   

45) The court's autonomy should be strengthened and not restricted by the use of 

technology, in particular by the use of artificial intelligence tools and services.  

46) Use of artificial intelligence tools, such as sound or video e-filters, should be under the 

control of the court.  

47) If there is a technical failure that cannot be fixed, then the remote hearing should be 

adjourned or suspended.  

  

Technical standards  

48) The videoconferencing hardware and software should meet minimum industry 

standards to facilitate interoperability, regardless of the type of videoconferencing 

used, and to reduce delays in video and audio data transmission.  

49) States should consider making videoconferencing rules technology-neutral and not 

impose, or discriminate in favour of, a particular type of videoconferencing technology.  

50) The videoconferencing hardware and software should provide video and audio of 

sufficient quality to hold continuous and adequate audio-visual connectivity, enabling 

parties to follow the proceedings and effectively participate in them.  

51) All participants to the remote hearing, in particular the judge, should be able to see 

and hear both the speaker asking questions or making statements when heard, and 

the reaction of the other participants.  

52) The videoconferencing system provided by the court should be free of charge for all 

participants, easily accessible and user friendly, operate on standard hardware, and 

ensure data protection.  

53) States should keep technical standards related to videoconferencing under review.  

  

Technical assistance  

54) The judges, parties, court staff, and other participants should be able to access IT 

support during remote hearings in order to avoid delays and technical difficulties while 

using a videoconferencing system.  
  

Training and good practices  

55) States should provide judges, court staff, and legal practitioners with sufficient training 

in IT solutions and related international standards of human rights protection.   

56) States should encourage the courts to share best videoconferencing practices in order 

to reduce costs and increase efficiency.  
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Appendix  

  

Checklist for conducting videoconferences in judicial practice   

  

•  Security: the desired level of security derived from the type of procedure  ◦ 

authorisation  

▪ only desired (invited) participants attending  

◦ authenticity  

▪ ensuring the identity of the participant ◦ 

privacy (keeping the conference private)  

▪ encryption  

◦ private or public infrastructure  

▪ public infrastructure (cloud, hosting)  

▪ solution hosted on-site  

▪ private infrastructure  

◦ user management  

▪ authentication of participants  

• Recording ◦ voice  

◦ voice & video  

◦ multi-channel voice  

• Accessibility  

◦ equipment  

◦ software  

◦ versatility (ease of use)  

• Quality  

◦ resolution  

◦ bandwidth  

◦ sensitivity  

◦ equipment  

▪ screens  

▪ camera resolution  

▪ microphone quality  

▪ number of tracks (microphones and cameras)  

  

  

• Licence type:  
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◦ proprietary or open source  

• Videoconferencing equipment  

◦ professional (permanently installed in courtrooms)  

◦ professional (mobile)  

◦ semi-professional (meeting rooms with screens and cameras)  

◦ consumer electronics (webcams with speakers, headsets with microphone)  

◦ mobile devices (tablets, mobile phones)  

• Visibility  

◦ courtroom: screens, speakers enable all parties to follow the proceedings ◦ 

witness or expert  

• Standards  

◦ open vs.   

◦ proprietary  

• Interoperability  

◦ standard protocols (ITU standard)  

◦ IP-to-IP  

• Sharing documents  

◦ document camera (documents in physical form)  

◦ screen sharing (any digital content)  

• Camera operation  

◦ static (fixed) camera  

◦ manuel tilt/turn/zoom/focus  

◦ automatic (voice controlled)  

◦ remote operation  

• Witness protection  

◦ separate witness rooms (possible off-site)  

◦ voice distortion  

◦ picture blur/distortion/deactivation  

• Private sessions  

◦ parties consulting with their lawyers  

• Interpretation  

◦ interpreters off-site  

◦ simultaneous interpretation  

• Use of AI  

◦ automatic subtitling  

◦ speaker identification  
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◦ speech to text  

◦ filters  

• Planning a videoconference  

◦ using a booking system for videoconferencing (calendaring) – a courtroom can be 

booked depending on its technical equipment  

◦ technician – test beforehand, establish the videoconference, stand-by  
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06 August 2021 

CC_02

Mr. Alan Guidon, 

Clerk to the Joint Committee on 

Justice Joint Committee on Justice  

Leinster House 

Dublin 2 

Ref: JCJ/04/06/F/01 

Dear Mr. Guidon 

I refer to your letter of 16th  July 2021 inviting the Courts Service to make a written submission 

on the topic of “Courts and Courthouses”.  

Please find at Appendix 1 attached our submission in response to the specific areas of interest 

raised. 

By way of background information for the members of the Committee, the Courts Service is 

an independent State agency, established by the Courts Service Act, 1998 to support the third 

branch of Government, the courts and judiciary. The Courts Service is responsible for the 

administration and management of the courts in Ireland. Its primary functions include the 

provision of court buildings and facilities for court users. The organisation is governed by a 

Board chaired by the Chief Justice and comprising of 17 others who are responsible for the 

determination of policy and for oversight of the implementation of policy by the Chief Executive 

Officer. The Act provides that the Board in the performance of its functions must have regard 

to 

• the need to secure the most beneficial, effective and efficient use of the resources

of the Service and

• any policy or objective of the Government or a Minister of the Government insofar

as it may affect or relate to the functions of the Service.

The functions of the Board include designation of court venues and approval of proposals for 

contracts including the acquisition or disposal of any interest in land or property with a value 

in excess of €5m. The Courts Service Act provides that the Board may establish committees 

to advise it in relation to the performance of its functions. The Terms of Reference of the 

Building Committee are included at Appendix 2.  

I hope that this is of assistance to you. Should you require any further information I can be 

contacted at officeoftheceo@courts.ie or by contacting Michelle Johnston, Principal Officer at 

01-8886426.

Yours sincerely 

Angela Denning 

Chief Executive Officer 

mailto:officeoftheceo@courts.ie
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Appendix 1 

1.Are there sufficient numbers of courthouses/courtrooms throughout the State and 

are they sufficiently resourced?  

 

Our challenge as a Courts Service is to provide the best possible service to people living in 

the State and beyond, within the available resources. While we always have ambitions to 

provide enhanced services throughout the country, there is a limit to what can be achieved 

with the available resources and what constitutes value for money to the exchequer. For 

instance, many of our District Court venues are used only once or twice a month, because in 

many instances, the court business does not require more sittings than are provided at 

present. While these venues are extremely valuable to their locality, having these court 

buildings sitting idle for most of the year is not a good use of resources. Given the 

improvement in transport links over recent years, the Courts Service can offer enhanced 

services to court users by centralising sittings in improved county town venues, where there 

is a significant throughput of business. In counties outside of Dublin, there is no issue with 

the sufficiency of courtrooms other than some are underutilised for the reasons mention 

above. In Dublin, in the short term courtroom capacity will be a challenge which we expect 

will be alleviated by the development of a new family law centre at Hammond Lane. 

 

2. The need to maintain and modernise courthouses while acknowledging the 

importance of such buildings from an historical and heritage and economic 

perspectives;   

 

The Courts Service values the historic significance of the many heritage buildings it occupies 

nationwide. Where facilities need to be improved, it has always been the preference to 

refurbish and extend an existing heritage courthouse so that it can continue in court usage 

into the future. Where the Courts Service refurbishes existing heritage courthouses, it 

endeavours to provide full accessibility and the same standard of facilities as in a brand new 

building. Good examples of where this has been done in recent years include Anglesea 

Street Courthouse Cork, Waterford Courthouse, Mullingar Courthouse, Kilkenny Courthouse 

and Monaghan Courthouse. However, due to either site or building constraints, it is not 

always possible to provide the full range of facilities on an existing site. In such cases, it is 

Courts Service policy to hand over the building to the local authority for alternative 

community use.  

 

Maintenance of court premises is generally provided by the OPW on a  reactive basis but 

funded by the Courts Service. Regular and planned maintenance of courthouse buildings on 

the scale necessary to keep the buildings in a good state of repair has not always been 

possible when limited funding was available. The Comptroller and Auditor General has 

highlighted the underfunding of building maintenance and  the lack of a planned 

maintenance programme as a major risk and recommended (in a general audit) the 

implementation of an appropriate preventative maintenance programme in respect of our 

estate. The Courts Service has commenced a condition survey to establish the condition and 

determine the likely work and associated costs required to address both backlog and 

ongoing maintenance in 44 courthouses over the coming 20 years.  
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3. Whether courthouses are currently equipped to provide separate entrances and 

waiting areas for victims and the accused?  

 

 

The demand for separate entrances is a recent phenomenon and courthouses in the main 

have not been designed to provide separate entrances. The view previously was that people 

entering courthouses were equal under the law and that one entrance was sufficient for all. 

More recently, our efforts have been centred on providing dedicated vulnerable witness 

suites for people once they attend courthouses. Newer court venues all have such facilities 

while arrangements are in place in the older venues for consultation rooms to be reserved 

for a vulnerable person’s use. 

 

Dedicated victim support rooms (which are different to vulnerable witness suites) are also 

provided in newer provincial city and county town venues. Where vulnerable witness suites 

are provided there is generally an alternative entrance that the witness can use to access 

the suite without entering the public circulation. The alternative entrance and separate 

circulation routes for accused persons in custody, jurors and judges is a core requirement in 

more recent projects. 

 

The provision of  separate entrances is not always possible due to either site or building 

constraints and also increases the security costs for the provision of services, which, if it 

becomes standard, will take away from other areas of operation.  

 

4. Whether courthouses are appropriately equipped with facilities and interview suites 

particularly for those who may be considered vulnerable or those with visible and 

invisible disabilities;  

 

It is Courts Service policy that all newly constructed or refurbished buildings wholly reflect 

the specific requirements and aspirations of relevant law and good industry practice with 

regard to: 

• BS 8300 (Design of Buildings and their ability  to meet the requirements of disabled 

persons). 

• TGD-M of the Building Regulations (access for people with disabilities). 

• Buildings for Everyone: A Universal Design Approach (National Disability Authority). 

The facilities for all users and each of the separate circulation zones in a courthouse should 

be fully accessible. Courts Service has adopted the approach that full accessibility should be 

provided even in refurbished heritage buildings which otherwise may be exempt in some 

respects.  

The design of each building shall address all aspects of the physical environment relating to 

disability and accessibility including, but not limited to: 

• Access to the facility. 

• Emergency evacuation. 

• Accessibility of external paths/walkways and landscaping. 

• Circulation within the facilities including their interior layout. 
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• Effective lighting and signage and colour or tone contrast on or adjacent to doors to 

aid orientation. 

• Desks, work surfaces and reception desks at varying or flexible heights. 

• Appropriate seating. 

• Appropriate signage (tactile, high contrast, appropriate font). 

• Accessible toilets. 

• Ramps and/or lifts are provided to allow wheelchair users access all the raised 

positions in the courtroom including Judges bench, Registrars bench, jury box and 

witness box. 

• Convenient and reserved parking spaces for those with mobility difficulties. 

• Sound amplification configured to provide maximum acoustic clarity. 

• Induction loops at counters and infrared hearing systems within courtrooms. 

The seven major courthouse projects (Cork Anglesea Street, Limerick Mulgrave Street, 

Waterford, Wexford, Letterkenny, Mullingar & Drogheda) completed in 2017/2018, which 

include a number of protected heritage buildings, all comply with the principals outlined 

above.  

The Criminal Courts of Justice buildings won Accessible Buildings of the Year in the 2010 

Architecture Awards.  

Courts Service was awarded the status of an “Ability Company” in the 2010 O2 Ability 

Awards. 

 

We would acknowledge that there is work to be done in some of our older building stock to 

facilitate access to services for physically disabled people. The question to be considered in 

retro-fitting these venues is whether the usage of the building justifies the investment. 

Increased use of technology and remote courts during the pandemic has eased some of the 

challenges associated with travel to court buildings for users with physical disabilities. The 

Courts Service has commenced training for all staff in advance of the imminent roll out of the 

JAM Card (Just a Minute) service which is aimed at making it easier for people with an 

intellectual disability to secure services. 

 

5. In view of the Covid-19 pandemic, are courthouses structurally suitable to ensure 

social distancing and have the facilities to conduct remote participation;  

 

In responding to the Covid-19 pandemic the Courts Service developed a Covid-19 Safety 

Management Programme. The Programme is a risk based approached to mitigation of the 

spread of Covid-19, and is informed by and updated to take account of public health and 

government advice. Risk assessments were completed for every courthouse in use during 

the pandemic. An annual review of those risk assessments is underway at the moment. 

Compliance with safety measures has been monitored throughout, with local worker 

representatives completing regular checklists using a digital tool, iAuditor. 

 

The Courts Service has provided in-person and remote facilities throughout the pandemic, 

with a particular focus on prioritising urgent business and those who are vulnerable, such as 

victims of domestic abuse. 
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Current public health advice is that in enclosed spaces social distancing of 2m should be 

observed. All court venues in Ireland have been reviewed with this in mind and maximum 

capacities identified for all courtrooms in use. This has had a significant impact on the way 

Courts have operated throughout the pandemic but the impact has been mitigated where 

possible through increased use of staggered starting times for cases and increased use of 

technology in the courtroom. All courtrooms in new or refurbished courthouses are wired for 

use as technology courtrooms during construction even if the technology isn’t fitted 

immediately. In March 2020 the Courts Service had approximately 40 technology courts 

nationwide, this will increase to 104 before end 2021 with such facilities available in every 

county.  As one would expect, newer or recently refurbished buildings have proven to be 

better able to cope with COVID-19 social distancing requirements and Courts Service has 

focused on using such buildings where possible during the Covid period. 

 

6. Are there sufficient facilities/accommodation in courthouses to allow for 

engagement between legal advisors and their clients?   

 

In our experience, the demand for consultation rooms in courthouses always out-strips 

supply and this is always a function of the numbers of matters listed in a day. Courts and the 

Courts Service always emphasise to parties the need to engage with each other as early as 

possible, away from court buildings, so that as many of the outstanding issues can be 

resolved in advance of a court hearing. While we always take account of the needs of 

litigants and their legal teams in this regard, there are never sufficient consultation rooms 

available for everyone that wants one and it will not necessarily be the most effective use of 

scarce resources to provide multiple consultation rooms in courthouses. In newer or 

refurbished courthouses, the Courts Service endeavours to provide a ratio of at least two 

consultation rooms per courtroom. During the pandemic a number of Court Presidents have 

encouraged practitioners to engage in pre-trial consultations and to endeavour to resolve 

matters between parties in advance of court hearings rather than on the steps of the 

courthouse.   

 

7. Are jury rooms adequate to accommodate juries who are providing a valuable 

service to the State?  

 

Juries are always a priority group in the courts system and we have prioritised their 

accommodation before and during the pandemic. 

 

The jury room facilities in recently built and refurbished courthouses are of a good standard. 

As a general rule they are fully accessible, equipped with tea/coffee making facilities, en-

suite bathrooms and natural light. Jurors in these courthouses have the benefit of separate 

circulation routes.  

 

Covid-19 made it necessary for the Courts Service to change its standard procedures when 

it came to empanelling and accommodating juries in courthouses.  Social distancing 

guidelines removed the option of using jury rooms as it is not possible to accommodate 12 

socially distanced jurors within the normal accommodation. As an alternative, other 

courtrooms within courthouses are now used as substitute jury rooms as these are large 
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enough to accommodate a jury safely.  This has allowed criminal trials to be held during the 

pandemic. 

 

Similarly, new procedures have had be designed to allow juries be empanelled in a safe 

environment.   It is no longer possible to bring all those people summonsed for jury service 

into a single courtroom to allow jury selection to be completed.  Where it is possible to do so, 

people who are  summonsed for jury service are now dispersed throughout the courthouse 

in small, social distanced groups with  each group being linked back to the courtroom by 

video conferencing technology.  In many courthouses, it is not possible to do this due to a 

lack of space so, instead, additional accommodation is  hired in hotels, theatres or leisure 

centres and empanelling is done over  a videolink to courthouses. 

 

Risk assessments are carried out as standard when its necessary to change standard  

procedures and introduce new arrangements. 

 

 

8. Noting that justice must be done and must be seen to be done, are there adequate 

facilities for media coverage, where appropriate?  

 

New courthouses are typically constructed with media rooms for media to file reports. For 

smaller, older venues, the reporters are facilitated in the main by having seats reserved for 

them. Throughout the pandemic, as part of our strategy to manage footfall in court buildings 

while ensuring that justice shall be administered in public, media outlets have been 

facilitated both with priority access to the courtroom and through the provision of links to 

observe remote courts without needing to leave their offices. 

 

 

9. Is there sufficient IT support in courts to provide for the use of technology in 

courtrooms for children and minors attending court?  

 

The use of, and interaction with, technology in a courtroom by children and minors is 

facilitated by the Videolink Assistant Service. Videolink Assistants are court staff who also 

have a role in facilitating children and other witnesses who give evidence in court cases by 

means of a videolink from a dedicated room away from the courtroom. Working closely with 

the Court Registrar and Court Service Staff, the Videolink Assistant operates a series of pre-

Court and in-Court processes to ensure that the giving of evidence is managed in a manner 

that is comfortable for the child or minor, while protecting the integrity of the evidence.   

 

The Videolink Assistant offers the child a safe and caring environment and endeavours to 

ensure that behaviours are managed in a positive, sensitive and respectful manner, 

respecting the dignity of children at all times in what can be a stressful situation.  
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10. Are courthouses geographically located in places that are easily accessible for 

those that need to attend them?  

 

The location of courthouses are in the main legacy decisions associated with the location of 

gaols, local Garda stations and other historic factors. As time has passed and as transport 

links improved, decisions were taken to close venues because of degradation and the 

availability of better facilities in courthouses in nearby towns. Ultimately, the definition of 

“easily accessible” is dependent on the views of the individual court user and every location 

will be easy or hard to attend, depending on where they live and the nature of the business 

that they need to transact. 

 

Open data available from the Central Statistics Office confirms that 67% of the population 

live within 30 minutes travel time of their City or County town courthouse (which also 

contains a Courts Service Public Office). A further 30% live within 60 minutes travel time. 

Only 3% live more than a hours travel time from the main City or County town venue in their 

county. Note that many of those who live more than 30 minutes from their City or County 

town Courthouse live within 30 minutes of their local District Court venue.  

 

The Courts Service’s modernisation programme seeks to improve access to justice through 

the use of digital technology which it is hoped will reduce the requirement for court users to 

have to attend at court buildings as frequently as at present.  

 

11. Is security adequate in courthouses – is there a case for the presence of a “Court 

Garda”?  

 

Thankfully, there is a long-standing culture of respecting the court environs and incidents are 

few and far between. The allocation of Garda resources is a matter for the Commissioner of 

An Garda Síochána. There is a long standing arrangement whereby at least one Garda is 

assigned to each courthouse on sitting days. Where it is anticipated that there are 

flashpoints, there is excellent cooperation with An Garda Síochána to enhance security 

provision on a case by case basis. There are also regular meetings between Courts staff 

and An Garda Síochána to review security arrangements. The provision of security 

ultimately must be resourced and decisions about budget assignment are made on a risk 

assessment basis.  
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Appendix 2 

TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE BUILDING COMMITTEE OF THE COURTS 

SERVICE BOARD  

• To create, maintain and regularly update a register identifying, describing and 

categorising all buildings and properties (hereafter called “the Court Buildings”) in 

which the Courts Service has a proprietary or other interest.  

• To prepare and develop a capital building programme intended to accommodate the 

entire of the present and future requirements of the Courts Service.  

• To prepare and develop a comprehensive maintenance programme intended to be 

imposed in respect of all of the Court Buildings with a view to:  

o achieving, maintaining, monitoring and verifying the application of satisfactory 

and acceptable standards of safety, health, welfare and hygiene in the 

interests of all Court users, and 

o reducing the level of building depreciation and asset wastage  

• To advise the Board and CEO on the implementation of a security programme in 

respect of all Court Buildings and, where appropriate, to seek from the Board 

authority to take such steps as may be necessary to achieve authorised 

implementation of security projects (or parts thereof).  

• To prepare a standardised design brief to meet the accommodation requirements of 

all court users with a view to providing the best available facilities to ensure the 

efficient running of the courts. 

• To advise the Board and the CEO on the implementation of the capital building 

programme and, where appropriate, to seek from the Board authority to take such 

steps as the Board may deem necessary to achieve authorised implementation in 

respect of specific projects (or parts thereof). 

• To advise the Board and the CEO on the implementation of the buildings 

maintenance programme and, where appropriate, to seek from the Board authority to 

take such steps as the Committee may deem necessary to achieve authorised 

implementation of the programme (or specific parts thereof).  

• To establish priorities in relation to the implementation of the capital building 

programme and of the buildings maintenance programme. 

• To consult and, where possible, liaise with appropriate State agencies (including and 

in particular the IT section of the Courts Service), voluntary bodies, security services 

and other court users in respect of all new projects.  

• To consider reports from the CEO and otherwise in respect of the capital buildings 

programme, the buildings programme, or any other matter relevant to the Courts 

Buildings. 

• To advise the Board regularly and comprehensively on all aspects of the capital 

building programme, the buildings maintenance programme and the overall provision 

of facilities in the Courts Buildings. 
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Introduction/Opening Statement 

1. Victim Support at Court would like to thank the Joint Committee on Justice for the 

invitation to give a written submission on the topic of “Courts and Courthouses” and 

welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the deliberations of the Committee. The 

responses in this report are based on our experiences working within the criminal courts 

where our service operates. We hope our responses to each of the questions will benefit 

the Committee in drawing conclusions in each of the areas under review and possibly 

implement positive action, if required. 

About Victim Support at Court 

2. Victim Support at Court (V-SAC) is the only voluntary service in Ireland that specialises in 
court accompaniment for victims of all types of crime when they attend court. V-SAC is 
funded by the Department of Justice and received Dormant Accounts Funding which 
enabled the expansion of its service outside Dublin since 2018. V-SAC has a permanent 
presence in the Criminal Courts of Justice, Parkgate Street, Dublin and operates in the 
other Dublin courts, the Eastern and South-Eastern regional courts. V-SAC has 3 paid 
full-time staff – the General Manager and two Coordinators – and over 50 trained court 
accompaniment volunteers. 

 

3. Our services are free and available to anyone who has been a victim of crime. We are an 
independent organisation but work closely with other organisations in the criminal 
justice sector, in particular An Garda Síochána, the Office of the Director of Public 
Prosecutions and The Courts Service to provide the best service possible for 
victims and/or prosecution witnesses in criminal proceedings. Our volunteers offer: 

• Someone to talk to in confidence about the trial process 

• Information about An Garda Síochána and court procedures 

• Help in dealing with other organisations 

• Information about victims’ rights 

• Information on other sources of help 
 

4. Over the past 4 years V-SAC supported 5,200 victims, their family and friends and 

prosecution witnesses when they attended court and had almost 20,000 individual 

contact meetings with them. Full details of V-SAC’s court accompaniment service are 

available in our annual reports on our website - https://www.vsac.ie/about-us/annual-

reports/ . V-SAC is expanding its services nationwide over the next 3 years, as set out in 

our 2021-2023 Strategic Plan, which was launched earlier this year. 

https://www.vsac.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/V-SAC-Stategy-2021-2023-Final.pdf   

mailto:manager@vsac.ie
http://www.vsac.ie/
https://www.vsac.ie/about-us/annual-reports/
https://www.vsac.ie/about-us/annual-reports/
https://www.vsac.ie/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/V-SAC-Stategy-2021-2023-Final.pdf
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1. Are there sufficient numbers of courthouses/courtrooms throughout the State and are 
they sufficiently resourced?  
 
1. It is V-SAC’s belief, that there are sufficient courthouses in most counties in the 

State. 
 

2. In Dublin, Tallaght District Court has only one courtroom and is one of the busiest 
district courts in Dublin. In our opinion, Tallaght District Court would benefit from 
another courtroom and should remain open on Wednesdays, like the set up in 
Blanchardstown District Court.  
 

3. In some regions, the Circuit Courts only sit for a few weeks of the court term. It is 
our recommendation that Circuit Courts sit for longer periods or for the full duration 
of the court term. 
 

4. Pre-COVID-19, Central Criminal Courts and Circuit Courts close for August and 
September. Consideration could be given to staggering the summer breaks so the 
courts can remain open, albeit in a reduced capacity, to allow for annual leave for all 
those involved in criminal proceedings in the courts. Most Central Criminal Court 
proceedings take place in the Criminal Courts of Justice, Dublin. Other courts, such as 
Limerick, Kilkenny, Cork, could possibly facilitate more Central Criminal Court trials 
to alleviate some of the pressure on the Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin. 
 

5. Even before the pandemic, there were backlogs. V-SAC acknowledges that not all 
delays are due to lack of resources or inadequate facilities. The closure of courts 
during lockdown, the fact that courts are now operating at a reduced capacity and 
the increase in such crimes as domestic violence, means that there is huge pressure 
on the courts and a severe backlog of cases. Our referrals demonstrate the backlog 
exists with some victims/witnesses already booked in with our service as far out as 
2022 and 2023. On that basis, V-SAC does not consider the courts are sufficiently 
resourced at present. 
 

6. All our recommendations would require a significant injection of resources. 
 

  

mailto:manager@vsac.ie
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2. The need to maintain and modernise courthouses while acknowledging the 
importance of such buildings from an historical and heritage and economic 
perspectives. 

 
1. V-SAC acknowledges the great working relationship it has with The Courts Service. 

Our volunteers and staff have seen first-hand the extensive work completed in the 
modernisation and building of additional courtroom(s) and facilities within or 
alongside the old courthouses, which are often located in the historical districts in 
the towns or cities. All newly refurbished courthouses, e.g. Wexford, Waterford, Bray 
have good facilities, including victim support areas. The work on old courthouses 
shows the care in finding a balance between modern requirements and keeping in 
mind the historical environment and aesthetics within the communities.  
 

2. The Courts Service’s Modernisation Programme was brought forward due to the 
impact of COVID-19 (https://www.courts.ie/acc/alfresco/2e50ae1f-a154-4a3e-861a-
7ff2bf3ebab1/CourtsService%20CorporateStratPlan2021_2023.pdf/pdf#view=fitH ) 
and it is evident that progress is underway given the increase in the use of 
technology within the courts. V-SAC supports the work being undertaken by The 
Courts Service and all involved in the maintenance of all the courthouses in the 
State. 
 

3. Whether courthouses are currently equipped to provide separate entrances and 
waiting areas for victims and the accused?  

 
1. From V-SAC’s experience working in the different courts, most people entering the 

courts for criminal proceedings come through the same front door, i.e., victims, 
defendants, the public, jury members, Gardaí, legal professionals, media, etc. There 
are separate entrances and cells/waiting areas for prisoners until they are required 
in court. 
 

2. The Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin is one of the courthouses where there is a 
separate entrance for certain victims/witnesses. This access is organised with prior 
approval between the Garda Family Liaison Officer or Detective involved with the 
trial and The Courts Service and/or Court Gardaí. There is a very well-equipped 
Victim Support Area, which includes 4 private rooms, a large communal area, 
tea/coffee making facilities and toilets and with easy access for vulnerable witnesses 
who give their evidence via videolink. This should be the standard to aspire to when 
designing new courthouses or updating existing ones. 
 

3. In some Circuit Courts, the jury gather in the foyer, in full view of the accused, 
victims and the public while waiting to be called.  

mailto:manager@vsac.ie
http://www.vsac.ie/
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4. The Victim Support Areas in some of the District Courts are very small and can 
become cramped if there are more than 3 people in the room. Some District Courts 
have no separate waiting areas for victims, or if they have, V-SAC have not been 
made aware of them. Also, in some courthouses there is ‘competition’ for the use of 
victim support rooms with solicitors/barristers who want to conduct consultations 
with the defendants, and on occasion the victim has remained in the public area 
within the court building. To mitigate against this, V-SAC gives advance notice to The 
Courts Service to ensure a room is made available for the victim. However, 
sometimes the victim is only referred to V-SAC on the day, so the room may not 
always be available. 
 

5. Smoking areas are communal. There are no separate smoking areas for victims or 
witnesses. This is something that could perhaps be investigated but it is appreciated 
that this may not always be possible. 
 

6. As V-SAC only supports victims and prosecution witnesses, it is not aware of waiting 
area facilities provided for the accused. To our knowledge there are no 
private/separate areas for the accused within the court buildings. 
 

7. It should be noted that The Courts Service are very accommodating with any 
suggestions V-SAC have put forward regarding victim support facilities and where 
possible, have been able to take positive action to implement some suggestions. 
 

4. Whether courthouses are appropriately equipped with facilities and interview suites 
particularly for those who may be considered vulnerable or those with visible and 
invisible disabilities;  
 
1. The Criminal Courts of Justice, Dublin, is appropriately equipped with facilities and 

interview suites, particularly for those who may be considered vulnerable or those 
with visible and invisible disabilities and is wheelchair accessible. Most pretrial 
consultations are facilitated through the Office of the Director of Public 
Prosecutions, but V-SAC also facilitates such consultations, on request, in the Victim 
Support area, as it is less formal than perhaps the Office of the Director of Public 
Prosecution’s consultation rooms. 
 

2. The courtrooms in the Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin have the technology 
available for people with impaired hearing who can link their hearing aid (if it is an 
up-to-date model) to the court system so they can hear the proceedings. We are not 
aware if this facility is available in all courthouses. The waiting area in the Children’s 
videolink room is a child friendly environment.  

mailto:manager@vsac.ie
http://www.vsac.ie/
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3. Consideration could be given to having sensory lights or lights that can be dimmed 
for those who are sensitive to fluorescent lights.  
 

4. Some courthouses are not wheelchair friendly and often advance notice has to be 
given for those attending, who will need wheelchair access or assistance within the 
courthouse/courtroom. While not ideal, The Courts Service are very helpful in 
managing those with visible and invisible disabilities. 

 
5. In view of the Covid-19 pandemic, are courthouses structurally suitable to ensure 

social distancing and have the facilities to conduct remote participation;  
 
1. Due to the impact of COVID-19, all courtrooms have been adapted to allow for social 

distancing. However, the smaller courthouses’ foyers/entrance halls are such that it 
is necessary to limit the numbers congregating in these areas. This means that 
people are required to congregate outside the courthouse until they are required to 
enter the court building when their case is due to be called. The entrance into the 
courthouses/courtrooms is managed by security and/or Court Gardaí, but in our 
opinion is not consistent across all courthouses.  
 

2. Court lists are now staggered and where more than one jury trial is held within a 
courthouse, start times and lunch breaks are also staggered. This helps keep the 
numbers attending court to a manageable level in terms of social distancing. 
 

3. Some courthouses cannot facilitate jury trials, so trials have been moved to nearby 
counties. Also, some Central Criminal Court trials were heard in the regional courts 
which reduced the pressure on the Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin. While these 
meant trials could continue, it involved longer travel times for all involved. Some 
counties have not had Circuit Court criminal hearings since lockdown. 
 

4. There has been a marked increase in the use of technology to facilitate remote 
participation, including fully remote hearings, hybrid remote hearings, flexible court 
venues and other digital processes in lieu of typically in-person interactions. Further 
detail is available on page 29 of The Courts Service 2020 Annual report 
https://www.courts.ie/acc/alfresco/b47652ff-7a00-4d1f-b36d-
73857505f860/Courts_Service_Annual_Report_2020.pdf/pdf#view=fitH . Also, some 
victims were able to watch proceedings remotely, sometimes from the Victim 
Support Area or another location, which saved them travelling and also helped in 
preventing the spread of the virus. 
 

mailto:manager@vsac.ie
http://www.vsac.ie/
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5. Some courthouses cannot facilitate remote participation and the hearings/trials had 
to be heard in different counties. 
 

6. On occasion and when available, in the Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin, an 
overflow courtroom was opened for some trials involving a large group of 
people/witnesses. 

 
6. Are there sufficient facilities/accommodation in courthouses to allow for engagement 

between legal advisors and their clients?  
 
1. Most courthouses have consultation rooms to facilitate engagement between legal 

advisors and their clients. It should be noted that V-SAC is not involved in defence 
consultations. From V-SAC’s experience, some brief consultations occur in the public 
areas outside the courtrooms.  
 

2. Where remote consultations happen, e.g., in High Court proceedings, the courtroom 
is cleared for confidential consultation with the legal professionals and the 
defendant. 
 

7. Are jury rooms adequate to accommodate juries who are providing a valuable service 
to the State?  
 
1. V-SAC is not directly involved in facilities for juries. However, on jury selection days, 

some courthouses’ foyers can be extremely busy with potential jury members 
congregating along with the public, victims, defendants, legal professionals, etc while 
waiting to be called. 
 

2. Also, during the restrictions, within the Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin, 
courtrooms are being used for jury deliberations, to allow for social distancing. 
 

 
8. Noting that justice must be done and must be seen to be done, are there adequate 

facilities for media coverage, where appropriate?  
 
1. There are media rooms in some, but not all, courthouses. V-SAC are not aware of the 

adequacies of the facilities available for members of the media. 
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9. Is there sufficient IT support in courts to provide for the use of technology in 
courtrooms for children and minors attending court?  

 
1. Not all courthouses can facilitate videolink for children and minors giving evidence, 

and such hearings are moved to courts that have the facility. This can sometimes 
cause delays in proceedings and often can involve long journeys for those involved. 
The videolink facilities within the Criminal Courts of Justice in Dublin are excellent 
and should be the standard to aspire to in the future. 
 

10. Are courthouses geographically located in places that are easily accessible for those 
that need to attend them?  
 
1. Most courthouses are well located within the State, but some are better than others 

in terms of access via public transport. Parking can be an issue, particularly in 
towns/cities where the courthouse is centrally located. Intercounty travel via public 
transport is not always the most convenient and, in some cases, not accessible at the 
times the parties are required in court or may not be available when court closes for 
the day. 

 

11. Is security adequate in courthouses – is there a case for the presence of a “Court 

Garda”? 

 
1. Generally, there are ‘Court Gardaí’ who work with the security staff in maintaining 

order within the courthouses. However, most courthouses do not have a security 

screening process in place, i.e., screening bags/persons for drugs, alcohol and 

potential weapons. This should be the standard in all courthouses, to protect all 

attending from potential incidents. 

Closing 

1. Victim Support at Court thank the Joint Committee on Justice for the opportunity to 

put our views forward in response to the topic on “Courts and Courthouses” and 

hope that our responses above assist the Committee with the review under each 

area addressed in the report. We would welcome the opportunity to present our 

submission and discuss the details with the Committee in due course. 

        

mailto:manager@vsac.ie
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NDA Response to the Invitation to make a Written 

Submission to the Joint Committee on Justice 

August 2021 

The National Disability Authority welcomes the invitation to make a written 

submission to the Oireachtas Joint Committee on Justice on the elective topic of 

‘Courts and Courthouses’.  

The National Disability Authority (NDA) is the independent statutory body with 

a duty to provide information and advice to the Government on policy and 

practice relevant to the lives of persons with disabilities, and to promote 

Universal Design. 

The comments and advice below address issues highlighted in the Invitation 

Letter, but also other areas that are relevant to the work of the Joint Committee 

and fall within the NDA’s competencies and expertise.  

The following submission sets out areas of priority for the Joint Committee on 

Justice as identified by the NDA. First and foremost is the context for disability 

policy and practice in Ireland: the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities (UNCRPD) and the National Disability Inclusion Strategy (NDIS). 

Article 13 of the UNCRPD explicitly obliges States Parties to ensure effective 

access to justice for persons with disabilities on an equal basis with others, 

including through the provision of procedural and age-appropriate 

accommodations, in order to facilitate their effective role as direct and indirect 

participants in all legal proceedings. Several of the actions in the NDIS flow from 

the State’s obligations under Article 13, and relate to procedural 

accommodations, accessibility of buildings, services and ICT, and training and 

development of staff. 

The NDA also emphasise the need for Courts Services staff and the judiciary to 

remain informed and trained on emerging legislation and policies, for example the 

Irish Sign Language Act and the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015. 

Both pieces of legislation will herald change in both the methods and content of 

the work undertaken in courts around the country, and concerted efforts must 

be made to ensure the cohesive and effective operationalisation of these new 

laws. 

Finally, the NDA wishes to stress the importance of continued developments in 

the collection, disaggregation and dissemination of data, which will not only allow 

for the development of informed and accurate work-plans for the Committee, 

but also for improvements in policy- and decision-making. 
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1. UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

Ireland ratified the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 

(UNCRPD) in March 2018. The overarching vision of the UNCRPD, which 

entered into force on 19 April 2018, is to ensure that persons with disabilities 

can participate in, and contribute to, society on an equal basis with others.  

Many of the Convention’s Articles are relevant to the remit of the Joint 

Committee on Justice, and in particular Article 13. This Article obliges States 

Parties to ensure effective access to justice for persons with disabilities on an 

equal basis with others. This includes providing procedural and age-appropriate 

accommodations, in order to facilitate their effective participation in all legal 

proceedings, including at investigative and other preliminary stages. It also obliges 

States Parties to promote appropriate training for those working in the field of 

administration of justice, including police and prison staff. 

Other relevant Articles include Article 5 on equality and non-discrimination, 

Article 7 on children with disabilities, Article 9 on accessibility, and Article 12 on 

equal recognition before the law. 

Article 4(3) obliges States Parties to closely consult with and actively involve 

persons with disabilities in the development and implementation of legislation and 

policies to implement the Convention, and in other decision-making processes 

concerning issues relating to persons with disabilities. The NDA advises that the 

Joint Committee considers how it might engage with and capture the voice and 

lived experience of persons with disabilities in its work, including through their 

representative organisations or Disabled Persons Organisations (DPOs). One 

option could be to conduct periodic surveys regarding courts procedures and 

facilities, similar to the annual National Patient Experience Survey that is carried 

out by HIQA and which provides a clear picture of the safety and quality of Irish 

hospitals, as seen through the eyes of patients. 

The NDA advises that the Joint Committee continue to ensure that its work is 

contextualised by the UNCRPD, and includes a focus on ensuring the rights of 

persons with disabilities can be reflected and realised across the justice system.  

2. National Disability Inclusion Strategy 

The National Disability Inclusion Strategy 2017 – 2022 (NDIS) seeks to ensure 

that a whole-of-government approach is taken to disability issues. Several actions 

within the NDIS are relevant to the work of the Joint Committee and the 

elective topic of ‘Courts and Courthouses’. Four are outlined below and the 

NDA advises that the Committee familiarise itself with these actions in order to 

monitor their progress and identify challenges to their implementation alongside 

the Departments and agencies named as responsible bodies. The involvement of 
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the Committee may provide a further impetus to responsible bodies to work in a 

proactive, collaborative fashion to increase the urgency around the 

implementation of the actions. It should also be noted that discussions will soon 

commence around a successor Strategy (as the current NDIS is due to end in 

2022) and the Committee may wish to contribute to such discussions, in order 

to highlight priorities it believes should be included in the next Strategy.    

2.1 Action 18B: Integrate a focus on the needs of people with 

disabilities in initiatives to enhance access to justice 

This action was added to the NDIS following a mid-term review, which took 

place in late 2019. The responsible bodies named against this action are the 

Department of Justice and all relevant agencies. Currently, all responsible bodies 

are carrying out work that will achieve this action, for example, An Garda 

Síochána have reviewed their custody risk assessment forms so that they may 

take into account particular disabilities of persons taken into custody. The 

Department of Justice has commenced work on improving protections afforded 

to vulnerable victims- including persons with disabilities- in sexual offence cases.  

The NDA advises that the Joint Committee encourage all agencies to work 

collaboratively with the Department of Justice to ensure the comprehensive and 

effective achievement of this action.  

2.2 Action 20: Disability Awareness training 

The National Disability Inclusion Strategy contains a commitment on the part of 

all public bodies to “provide disability awareness training for all staff”. Disability 

awareness training frequently comes up in the UN Committee’s Concluding 

Observations on a State Party’s implementation of the UN Convention. The 

NDA has a disability awareness training e-learning module, which is available to 

all public sector bodies.1 

As a public body, the Courts Service should put in place a comprehensive training 

module on disability awareness for all staff. The NDA advises that the Committee 

seeks regular updates of progress in the roll-out of disability awareness training 

of staff, including an evaluation of outcomes of that training. 

2.3 Action 25: Accessible Public Buildings 

The National Disability Inclusion Strategy contains an action to ‘bring all public 

sector buildings into compliance with the revised (2010) Part M accessibility 

standards by 2022.’ The responsible bodies named against this action are the 

Office of Public Works and all departments and public bodies.  

 

1 Note that this module is due to be updated shortly: http://nda.ie/Resources/eLearning/ 

http://nda.ie/Resources/eLearning/
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This action is relevant to courthouses, apart from those which are heritage sites, 

and relates to the requirement in Section 25 of the Disability Act that public 

bodies bring their public buildings, apart from heritage sites, into compliance with 

Part M 2010 by 1st January 2022. It defines public buildings as ‘a building, or that 

part of a building, to which members of the public generally have access and 

which is occupied, managed or controlled by a public body’. The NDA is aware 

that accessibility is an issue for a number of courthouses, although we recognise 

that good examples are being set in new buildings. 

Under a separate action in the NDIS, the NDA and OPW jointly carried out an 

Operational Review of the Effectiveness of Section 25 of the Disability Act, which 

was published in 2019.2 The review was informed by consultation with persons 

with disabilities and older people, with a range of public bodies and with OPW 

staff. The review outlined a lack of awareness or low awareness across the public 

sector in respect of Section 25. It contains recommendations to facilitate public 

bodies to meet their obligations to bring their public buildings into compliance 

with Part M 2010 by 2022.  

Key recommendations in the review include the need for public bodies to: 

• identify their public buildings, as defined in the Disability Act 2005 on their 

building registers, as first step in monitoring their compliance with Section 25 

• prioritise public buildings for improvements under Section 25 by taking a 

targeted approach to carrying out access audits and improvement works, 

based on a building’s use and existing levels of accessibility 

• apply the design philosophy of Universal Design, rather than the minimum 

requirements of Part M, where practical and appropriate, when carrying out 

works to meet their obligations under Section 25 of the Disability Act 

At the OPW Accommodation Officers’ Conference in May 2021, the OPW 

requested public bodies to send them a priority list of their public buildings 

requiring works for compliance with Section 25. 

Many courthouses are protected structures and will not come within the scope 

of Section 25 of the Disability Act. There are separate accessibility requirements 

for heritage sites under Section 29 of the Disability Act, outlined below under the 

heading ‘Courthouses which are Heritage Sites under Section 29 of the Disability 

Act’. 

 

2 http://nda.ie/Publications/Environment-Housing/Environment-Publications/An-Operational-

Review-of-the-Effectiveness-of-Section-25-of-the-Disability-Act-2005.html 
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The NDA suggests that the Committee could request regular updates on 

progress in this respect from the OPW. We remain committed to supporting the 

OPW in its work to improve the accessibility of public buildings, and advise that 

ongoing monitoring and reporting of progress is key to same.  

2.4 Action 105: Code of Practice on Accessible Public Buildings 

Action 105 of the NDIS states that the National Disability Authority will develop 

a code of practice for accessible public areas of public sector buildings. This 

action is related to Section 25 of the Disability Act, which allows for the Minister 

to request the NDA to draw up a Code of Practice to assist public bodies in 

making buildings accessible. The Code will give guidance to public bodies relating 

to the accessibility of public buildings, including design, management and 

maintenance and how to approach their obligation to bring public buildings into 

compliance with Part M of the building regulations.  

Public bodies- including those with responsibility for courthouses- will have to 

comply with the Code, as far as possible, in particular at the time of new 

construction, material alteration or extension of a public building or where it 

would be cost effective for the purpose of giving access to a greater number of 

people.  

In line with a request from the minister, the NDA has commenced development 

of this Code of Practice under Section 25 of the Act, and will have a role to 

monitor its implementation by all public buildings, when complete. We will be 

happy to share findings and recommendations with the Committee as this work 

progresses.  

 

3. Other obligations for accessible courthouse and court 

services under the Disability Act 2005 

3.1 Courthouses which are Heritage Sites under Section 29 of the 

Disability Act 

Many courthouses are protected structures, which come under the definition of 

heritage sites, within the scope of Section 29 of the Disability Act 2005. 

Section 29 places a statutory obligation on the head of a public body to ensure 

that, as far as practicable, the whole or a part of a heritage site in its ownership, 

management or control and to which the public has access, is accessible to 

people with disabilities and can be visited by them with ease and dignity. This 

obligation does not apply if it has a significant adverse effect on the conservation 

status of a species or habitat or the integrity of a heritage site or if it would 

compromise the characteristics of the heritage site. No adaptations or 

modifications of any heritage site can be taken that are contrary to law. 
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The Code of Practice on Accessible Heritage Sites is an approved Code of 

Practice for the purposes of the Disability Act.3 Public bodies that comply with 

this Code are considered to be in compliance with Section 29 of the Act. The 

Code contains 10 overall goals for which public bodies should aim, as follows: 

1. Planning for Accessibility 

2. Pre-visit Information 

3. Approach and Entry 

4. Wayfinding 

5. External Landscape 

6. Circulation within buildings 

7. Interpretative Information available on site 

8. Programmes, meetings and events 

9. Facilities 

10. Emergency Egress 

The NDA is currently reviewing the Code of Practice on Accessible Heritage 

Sites, in light of experience of its application. Following this review, the NDA will 

develop a monitoring mechanism to assess compliance of public bodies with the 

Code of Practice. Similar to the Code of Practice on Accessible Public Buildings, 

this Code of Practice is applicable to a number of courthouses around the 

country, and the NDA encourages the Committee to remain informed of its 

implementation. 

3.2 Integrated Services under Section 26 of the Disability Act 

In addition to the requirements above for accessible public buildings and heritage 

sites, the Disability Act also requires that where a service is provided by a public 

body, the head of the body shall, where practicable and appropriate, ensure that 

the provision of access to the service by persons with and persons without 

disabilities is integrated. 

The Code of Practice on Accessibility of Public Services and Information Provided 

by Public Bodies states that in practical terms, this means that people with 

disabilities can avail of a service provided by a public body at the same point of 

access or location, at the same time as everyone else, where practicable and 

 

3 http://nda.ie/Publications/Environment-Housing/Environment-Publications/Code-of-Practice-on-

Accessible-Heritage-Sites.html 
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appropriate.4 The definition of a ‘service’ in the Disability Act includes ‘any 

service provided by a court or other tribunal’. The NDA has responsibility for 

monitoring this Code of Practice but monitoring has not yet commenced for the 

Justice sector. However, the NDA plans to establish and monitor key indicators 

in relation to accessibility and compliance with the Code, and carry out 

consultation and real-time monitoring with end users of various public sectors to 

complement the data collected through the indicators. We look forward to 

updating the Committee on our findings in relation to the Justice sector in the 

coming years. 

4. Special Measures 

Section 14 of the Criminal Evidence Act 1992 puts in place special measures that 

should be afforded to victims giving evidence in court. This is reaffirmed by the 

Criminal Justice (Victims of Crime) Act 2017, which recognises the right of 

victims of crime to understand and to be understood in the context of criminal 

proceedings. 

Section 14 provides for the use of an intermediary, to facilitate communication 

with the individual giving evidence. However, this measure has only been invoked 

three times, and in an ad hoc manner.  

In its independent advice paper, published in August 2020, and through its 

membership of the O’Malley Sub-Group on intermediaries, the NDA stresses the 

need for a standardised and regulated system of intermediaries to be established. 

This system should be made available to all persons with communications 

difficulties, many of whom have disabilities (for example an intellectual disability 

or autism), interacting with the criminal justice system, including persons accused 

of a crime, witnesses and victims.5 All persons have the right to due process, and 

should therefore be afforded the means to properly understand, and be 

understood in, legal proceedings. An intermediary facilitates communication 

between the individual and the justice official, be they a member of An Garda 

Síochána, a solicitor or a judge.  

The NDA is pleased to contribute to the ongoing efforts, led by the Department 

of Justice, to establish a pilot scheme of trained and accredited intermediaries. 

 

4 http://nda.ie/good-practice/codes-of-practice/code-of-practice-on-accessibility-of-public-

services-and-information-provided-by-public-bodies-/ 

5 http://nda.ie/publications/justice-and-safeguarding/access-to-justice/nda-independent-advice-

paper-on-the-use-of-intermediaries-in-the-irish-justice-system.html 
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We encourage the Committee to fully support and endorse this pilot scheme, 

and to seek regular updates on its roll-out. 

The NDA supports the Criminal Procedure Bill 2021, which would provide for 

pre-trial hearings to take place in criminal cases. This would provide an ideal 

opportunity for legal professionals and the judiciary to discuss any additional 

supports needed by individuals involved in the proceedings, including the use of 

an intermediary, an ISL interpreter or the provision of information in an 

accessible format.  

The NDA welcomes the ongoing building projects in courthouses around the 

country, which provide for dedicated facilities for victims, including vulnerable 

persons and persons with disabilities. We welcome that many of these facilities 

allow for the use of video link for vulnerable persons to provide evidence 

without having to enter the courtroom. The close collaboration between the 

Courts Service and Victim Support at Court is a positive development, and we 

encourage further resourcing of this important service.  

5. Irish Sign Language 

As set out in the European Convention on Human Rights and the Victims of 

Crime Act 2017, individuals are entitled to interpretation in order to give 

evidence and/or follow legal proceedings. This is re-affirmed by the Irish Sign 

Language Act 2017, which states that: 

1. A person may use Irish Sign Language in, or in any pleading in, any court. 

2. Every court has, in any proceedings before it, the duty to do all that is 

reasonable to ensure that any person competent in Irish Sign Language and 

who cannot hear or understand English or Irish appearing in or giving evidence 

before it may be heard in that language, if that is his or her choice, and that in 

being so heard the person will not be placed at any disadvantage. 

3. For the purposes of ensuring that no person is placed at a disadvantage as 

aforesaid, the court may cause such facilities to be made available, as it 

considers appropriate, for the simultaneous or consecutive interpretation of 

proceedings into Irish Sign Language. 

The NDA has been given responsibility to report to Government on the 

operation of the Irish Sign Language Act, and an initial report has recently been 

submitted to the Minister prior to it being laid before the Houses of the 

Oireachtas. The report found that for the most part, criminal courts provide ISL 

interpretation as needed, however improvements to the knowledge of the 

judiciary in directing the appointment of accredited interpreters would support 

more robust provision. Outside of criminal courts, civil courts showed a lack of 

preparation for commencement of the ISL Act, with improvements needed in 
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relation to published processes for ISL users to raise the need for ISL 

interpretation, and the establishment of an ISL complaints mechanism. Aside from 

particular issues that need to be addressed by the Courts Service, the NDA 

advises that ongoing education and awareness-raising amongst members of the 

judiciary regarding their obligations under the legislation are required, and we 

encourage the Committee to reiterate this need to the Courts Service and to the 

Judicial Council.  

6. Accessibility of Communications 

The EU Web Accessibility Directive was transposed into Irish law on 25 

September 2020. European Union (Accessibility of Websites and Mobile 

Applications of Public Sector Bodies) Regulations 2020 requires public sector 

bodies to take necessary measures to make their websites and mobile 

applications more accessible by making them perceivable, operable, 

understandable and robust. The NDA is the official monitoring body for this 

Directive and is due to submit its first report in this regard to the Department of 

Communications, Climate Change and Environment by 23 December 2021. The 

Courts Service, along with all departments and other public sector bodies, will be 

obliged to ensure its websites and mobile applications meets the accessibility 

requirements outlined in the Directive. 

Launched in 2017 and revised in 2019, the NDA’s Customer Communications 

Toolkit for the Public Service - A Universal Design Approach contains guidance 

to inform the design and procurement of customer communications across the 

public service.6 The Toolkit is based on a Universal Design approach and provides 

advice on designing written, spoken and signed communication, as well as digital 

communication. It also contains selected statements, examples, tips, checklists 

and links to learn more. The accessibility of all information communicated by the 

Courts Service to the public should be informed by the Toolkit. 

The NDA advises the Committee to seek regular updates from the Courts 

Service in respect of measures it is putting in place to ensure its communications 

are accessible. 

7. Continued training and development for Courts Service 

officials and Judiciary 

The NDA welcomes the establishment of the Judicial Studies Committee within 

the Judicial Council, which seeks to provide structure to the ongoing education 

 

6 http://universaldesign.ie/products-services/customer-communications-toolkit-for-the-public-

service-a-universal-design-approach/ 
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and training of judges. It is critical to the realisation of people’s rights that the 

judiciary is at the fore of effectively interpreting newly commenced legislation. 

This will be very relevant in the coming year, with the commencement and 

operationalisation of the Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015. This 

legislation represents a shift in society from a medical model of disability, where 

‘best interest’ decisions are made on behalf of individuals and towards a social 

model of disability, whereby people are empowered and supported to make their 

own decisions. It includes abolishing the wardship system that has been in place 

for 150 years, and it obliges courts to review every wardship case, in order to 

return estates to the individuals in question (2,285 individuals, as of November 

2020). Under the legislation, courts (the High Court in most instances, but the 

District Court may also have a role, depending on which court dealt with the 

wardship application) will have 36 months to review all wardship cases.  

The legislation also names new stakeholders the judiciary and Courts Service will 

have to interact with, for example Court Friends, General Visitors, Special 

Visitors and a range of new decision-making supporters. Advocates will also have 

new functions under the Act.  

The NDA advises that the Courts Services (which is in the process of drafting 

Court Rules interpreting the legislation) and the Judicial Studies Committee work 

closely with the Decision Support Service in order to form a comprehensive 

understanding of their roles and functions under the 2015 Act. Once 

commenced, both the Courts Service and the judiciary will be kept busy with 

wardship reviews and cases concerning declarations of capacity, and it is 

important that all stakeholders carry out their new roles correctly and efficiently. 

It will be important for the Committee to remain informed, through regular 

updates, as to how the Courts Service and the judiciary are carrying out their 

new functions. This legislation and its implications- especially those relating to 

wards of court- will amount to a huge change for all stakeholders, and open 

communication and early detection of any issues or confusion will lead to better 

implementation.  

The NDA was responsible for developing 11 statutory Code of Practice, which 

offer practical guidance on the effective implementation of the Assisted Decision-

Making (Capacity) Act. Several of these Codes will be of interest to the 

Committee, including the general Code of Practice for Supporting Decision-

Making and Assessing Capacity, and the Code of Practice for Legal Professionals. 

The NDA advises that a review of progress could be carried out after a period of 

time (perhaps 3 years, which would coincide with the deadline given in the 

legislation for all ward of court cases to be reviewed) to assess whether they are 

serving their purpose. These Codes have since been transferred to the Decision 
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Support Service, however, the NDA would be happy to offer support and input 

to such a review. 

The NDA has developed Guidance for Justice Professionals in communicating 

with people with autism. This guidance provides background information about 

autism spectrum disorders and aims to assist those working in the civil and 

criminal justice system who may come into contact with someone who has 

autism in order to best communicate with and support them. This includes public 

service officials such as An Garda Síochána, the Courts Service, the judiciary and 

the Prison Service and the Probation Service, and members of the legal 

profession such as solicitors and barristers. This guidance has been welcomed by 

relevant stakeholders. 

8. Continued developments in data collection and 

dissemination 

Finally, the NDA has a particular role to strengthen and promote the collection 

of data and statistics relevant to people with disabilities, and to ensure public data 

can be disaggregated using disability as a variable. 

The NDA would like to take this opportunity to highlight the importance of 

departments, agencies and bodies collecting and disseminating relevant data. This 

information can then inform and guide future decision-making. There is very little 

existing data on persons with disabilities in court settings and in the wider 

criminal justice system; however, we do know that persons with disabilities 

continue to be over-represented in the latter. In order improve data gathering 

and analysis and in turn effect change for persons with disabilities, departments 

and agencies- including the Courts Service- need to broaden their data collection 

to include information on disability (in addition to information collected on other 

grounds for discrimination). Availability of such information could further inform 

the work of the Committee. The NDA is available to advise on the collection of 

data related to disability.  

Once again, the NDA welcomes the invitation to make a submission to the Joint 

Oireachtas Committee on Justice, and is happy to engage further with the 

Committee on any of the points outlined above.   

 



AsIAm’s Submission to the Joint Oireachtas
Justice Committee on Courts and Courthouses

Introduction

AsIAm welcomes the opportunity to make a submission to the Oireachtas Joint

Committee on Justice on the subject of “Courts and Courthouses”. As Ireland’s National

Autism Charity, we see the impact the access to justice has on the autistic community,

which comprises at least one in 65 people, along with their families and supporters. The

courts’ system/structure can often be a complex and oftentimes arduous and

intimidating process for anyone, but it can be particularly daunting and overwhelming

for autistic people. It has a real and substantial impact on our community’s ability to

access justice in accordance with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of

Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), and to fully exercise and vindicate their rights as

Irish citizens.

Professor Theresa Degener, notes that “‘access to justice in most countries is usually

available to those who have financial, political or cultural power, whereas minorities or

other groups experiencing discrimination and subordination are excluded from it’”1. This

is no different in Ireland, where autistic people and disabled people comprise some of

the most marginalised and excluded groups in society. Many individuals on the

spectrum and their families often find themselves engaging with the legal system in a

myriad of ways. For instance, some may find themselves having to sue the State just to

ensure that their children can fully access their education or essential services. Others

may find themselves coming into contact with the criminal justice system, either as

victims or survivors, as witnesses, as jurors or as perpetrators themselves. This can be

complicated further if it intersects with gender identity, ethnicity, sexual orientation,

1 E. Flynn, ‘Disabled Justice?: Access to Justice and the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities’ (1st
edn, Routledge, 2016), p.ix.
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socio-economic background, other disabilities or forms of neurodiversity or if they are a

member of the Roma/Traveller Community.

Autistic parents may have cases in the Family Courts if there are disputes relating to

custody/child maintenance, inter alia. Our Ward of Court system also disproportionately

impacts many members of the autistic community, and many autistic people find

themselves in the care of the State, often through no fault of their own. Other autistic

people may seek to sue businesses or entities as injured parties for tortious wrongdoing,

including defamation, personal injury, unfair dismissal or negligence etc.

In short, Autistic people are part of the fabric of Irish society. They can, and often do,

access the legal system in much the same ways as their neurotypical peers. This means

that all autistic people, regardless of their status, need to have full and equal access to

the same facets of the legal system. This includes having full access to court buildings in

accordance with Universal Design principles, including access to quiet spaces or sensory

rooms if needed. In terms of wider accessibility, this will also include ensuring that legal

professionals, Gardaí, prison staff and court staff are fully trained on autism acceptance

and inclusion, and that autistic people can readily access Reasonable Accommodations

at any point of proceedings where they need support without undue delay.

Anecdotal evidence suggests that many autistic individuals and their families have had

negative experiences in engaging with the legal system. This can have a real and

tangible impact on their faith in the rule of law and the administration of justice. This is

particularly prevalent as autistic people are more likely to engage with the legal system

as victims of crime or as injured parties2. Autistic people are also more likely to

experience trauma and develop conditions such as Post Traumatic Stress Disorder; this

often happens due to negative or adverse experiences that go along with growing up as

autistic3. Autistic people, alongside people with intellectual disabilities, are also

particularly vulnerable to experiencing disablist hate crime4, to incidences of ‘mate

crime’5 and to ableist attitudes held by society more generally.

5S. Forster, A. Pearson, ‘“Bullies tend to be obvious”: autistic adults perceptions of friendship and the concept
of ‘mate crime’, (2020) 35 (7) Disability and Society 1103-1123, 1103.

4 E. Chaplin, S. Mukhopadhyay, ‘Autism Spectrum Disorders and Hate Crime’, (2018) 4 (1) Advances in Autism,
https://openresearch.lsbu.ac.uk/item/86w4v (accessed 20 Aug 2021), 4.

3 N. Haruvi-Lamdan et al, ‘Autism Spectrum Disorder and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: An unexplored
co-occurrence of conditions.’ (2020) 24 (4) Autism 884-898, 884.

2 Equality and Human Rights Commission (Great Britain), ‘Crime and disabled people’,
https://www.equalityhumanrights.com/sites/default/files/research-report-103-crime-and-disabled-people.pdf
(accessed 20 Aug 2021), 33.
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There are two Articles within the UNCRPD in particular that relate to how autistic people

access the Courts in Ireland. Article 12, on Equal Recognition Before the Law, obliges

States to ensure that people with disabilities are treated equally before the law. This

includes the right to enjoy the legal capacity to make decisions about their lives,

including being supported to making these decisions.6 Article 13, on Access to Justice,

obliges States to ensure that disabled people have equal and effective access to justice.

This includes providing accommodations that support their participation in

investigations and court cases, and for police, courts, probation and prison staff to

receive awareness training appropriate to supporting people with disabilities to

participate in legal proceedings.7

For this submission, AsIAm will set out to answer the questions posed by the Committee

to the best of our knowledge step-by-step, and then provide further information,

including recommendations, on how the Courts can improve accessibility for autistic

people.

About AsIAm

AsIAm is the national charity and advocacy organisation for Ireland’s autism community.

We are working to create a society in which every autistic person is empowered to reach

their own personal potential and fully participate in society. We believe that by

developing the capacity of the autism community and addressing the societal barriers to

inclusion, we can make Ireland the world’s most autism-friendly country.

Our organisation has made its mark on the national landscape since our founding in

2014, from our award-winning campaigns to lobbying lawmakers to prioritise autism on

the Oireachtas’ agenda. AsIAm has developed a range of innovative supports for Ireland’s

autism community; as well as providing vital information and advocacy supports, we

have also delivered several nationally and internationally renowned training and

accreditation programmes for businesses and services to become autism-friendly.

7 Article 13, United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.  Online. Available at:
https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities/convention-o
n-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities-2.html (accessed 20 Aug 2021).

6 Article 12, United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities. Online. Available at:
https://www.un.org/development/desa/disabilities/convention-on-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities/convention-o
n-the-rights-of-persons-with-disabilities-2.html (accessed 20 Aug 2021).
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Executive Summary

● Mainstream autism and neurodiversity into the Courts Service’s future plans

on physical and virtual accessibility, including the use of virtual courtrooms.

● Increase resources to ensure that autistic people have full access to court

buildings in accordance with Universal Design principles, to meet the autism

community’s diversity of needs. Such measures should include access to quiet

spaces, providing separate waiting areas for witnesses and defendants,

accessible signage, flexible court schedules, reducing sensory stimuli and

other measures. Mainstream these access considerations into all future builds

and renovations.

● Ensure that all information related to the court’s activities and proceedings is

fully accessible to the autistic community, including the development of

Easy-to-Read materials and Social Stories.

● Ensure that all courts put pre-trial preparation/support in place for autistic

people, including courtroom visits in advance of the hearing, and information

on what to expect at court.

● Provide measures for courts to facilitate family members, advocates,

‘appropriate adults’, to support autistic people throughout the court process if

they need it.

● Ensure that the courts have the option to facilitate ways of making court

hearings less formal and intimidating for autistic people, including the

removal of gowns/wigs, the use of pre-recorded evidence or the use of Plain

English.

● Coordinate with relevant stakeholders to ensure that court staff receive

timely information about an autistic person’s access needs, including other

disabilities or mental health conditions, before their case reaches court.

● All Court Service staff, legal professionals, Gardaí and prison staff should

receive the appropriate information, including Autism Acceptance and

Understanding Training and Disability Equality training on how to engage

with autistic people and disabled people, based on best practices and

delivered by autistic-led and disability-led organisations.
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Are there sufficient numbers of courthouses/courtrooms throughout

the State and are they sufficiently resourced?

AsIAm cannot directly speak to whether or not there are sufficient numbers of

courthouses and courtrooms throughout the State. We would not be privy to the kind of

data around courthouses and the number of cases that each court building would have

to go through in a given year. What we can say, however, is that the COVID-19 has no

doubt had a significant impact on the workload of the courts. It is important, therefore,

to note there have been significant delays to some of the cases in which members of the

autism community have been involved.

It is also important to be mindful of the opportunities COVID-19 has presented, not just in

making courts physically accessible to people with disabilities, but also the potential to

promote Digital Justice8 as a means of ensuring that more autistic people can access the

courts and vindicate their rights. The pandemic has created an opportunity for those

who feel that the Court system is not accessible. Virtual courtrooms have given many

disabled people a more accessible route to the courtrooms/courthouses in Ireland, which

removes some of the concerns above (i.e., the intimidating atmosphere of the court

building, the formality of legal proceedings, etc.).

AsIAm, given the information we are privy to, does not believe that at this point in time

that courthouses/courtrooms are sufficiently resourced to fully meet the access needs of

Ireland’s autistic community. Many autistic people and their families in correspondence

with us have relayed their stressful experiences in accessing courts in terms of accessing

facilities adjacent to the court, which can be attributed to gaps in training or

understanding among Court Service staff and legal professionals. The sensory impact of

being at court itself, particularly during busy periods, can also be overwhelming for many

on the spectrum who might be sensitive to lights, crowds or noise, and the need to hear

evidence from autistic people at court, given the often adversarial nature of proceedings,

can pose significant barriers to accessing courtrooms and by extension accessing justice

for the autism community.

In summary, AsIAm believes that additional resources need to be in place so that not just

courtrooms/courthouses are fully accessible, based on Universal Design principles. court

8 Courts Service of Ireland ‘Supporting Access to Justice in a Modern, Digital Ireland - Long Term Strategic Vision
2030’ https://iwla.ie/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Long-Term-Strategic-Vision.pdf (accessed 20 Aug 2021), p. 4, 10.
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staff and legal professionals must receive sufficient training and support to ensure that

autistic people can fully access the legal system and have their rights vindicated.

Recognising the need to maintain and modernise courthouses while

acknowledging the importance of such buildings from historical and

heritage and economic perspectives.

AsIAm understands the importance of maintaining and modernising courthouses whilst

also recognising the need to preserve their character and integrity. However, from an

accessibility perspective, many of Ireland’s court facilities are lacking not just in terms of

disability access, but also in integrating autism and neurodiversity into wider disability

considerations within the Courts Service.

Autistic people, and disabled people more widely, face a wide range of accessibility

issues. The lack of a separate waiting venue for witnesses and defendants is seen as a key

issue, as well as the formality and authority of court buildings, signage, and the language

and tones used by Court Service staff, which can be intimidating and confusing to many

within the autistic community. Architectural barriers, rigid scheduling, the lack of use of

stimming/comfort breaks, lack of access to quiet spaces, and lack of training can

compound lack of access to courts, even though legislation such as the Disability Act

enshrines that all public buildings, including courts, must be fully accessible to people

with disabilities9. These are all issues that should be addressed to make the courts more

accessible to Ireland’s autism community.

Are courthouses currently equipped to provide separate entrances and

waiting areas for victims and the accused?

AsIAm does not believe that any meaningful number of operational courthouses are

presently equipped to provide separate entrances and waiting areas for particular parties

(e.g., witnesses, victims, the accused, etc). Given the potential vulnerability of one or both

parties involved, this should be addressed as a major accessibility issue for autistic

people, and should be mainstreamed into all future builds and renovations planned for

courthouses.

9 Section 25, Disability Act 2005.
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Are courthouses appropriately equipped with facilities and interview

suites, particularly for those who may be considered vulnerable or

those with visible and invisible disabilities?

AsIAm does not believe that many courthouses are presently equipped with facilities

that meet the autism community’s diverse profile of needs, particularly in regards to the

sensory environment, and physical accessibility more generally. For instance, many of

the interview suites and meeting rooms used would use harsh fluorescent lighting,

bright colours, that may be located near courtrooms or busy corridors, and may be

subject to background noise from proceedings, and there may be a lack of

accommodations that meet an autistic person’s sensory needs. This is because an

autistic person may find these environments to be overwhelming, and being asked to be

interviewed by a barrister or solicitor may serve to add to the worry or distress without

having additional support or accommodations in place. Some autistic people may also

require access to things that might address their sensory needs, such as dimmers (e.g,

sunglasses or earplugs if needed). Moreover, members of our community may need

access to additional supports, such as information about their rights, or access to an

“appropriate adult” if they are vulnerable, or separate entrances.

A persistent lack of clear guidelines for Court Service personnel on how to provide

supports for people with disabilities in court is a major barrier to accessibility. Chief

among these supports include providing interpreters or advocates in court, and allowing

different modes of giving evidence that meet their communication needs, and for all in

the legal community to presume that all autistic people have the right to decide on how

they wish to engage in the legal process. It is also crucial to stress that agencies involved

in the legal process have the capacity to identify when a person identifies as autistic, and

communicate this to Court Service staff so that Reasonable Accommodations can be put

in place in a timely manner.

At present, few of these recommendations, if any, are formally in place and all need to be

addressed as a matter of urgency.

AsIAm10 recommends that:

10 Many of these recommendations are based on the work of Claire Edwards and Shane Kilcommins on Access to
Justice for People with Disabilities. See C. Edwards, G. Harold, and S. Kilcommins, ‘Access to Justice for People with
Disabilities as Victims of Crime in Ireland’
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● Pre-trial preparation/support be put in place for autistic people. This may include

a visit to the courtroom and the court building in advance of the proceedings, or

others that provide assistance on what to expect in the courtroom.

● The Court Service provide an option for facilitating informal support, through

family members, advocates, ‘appropriate adults’, throughout and during the time

of the court hearing.

● The Courts Service have measures in place to make the process of going to Court

less formal and intimidating for autistic people. This may include the removal of

gowns/wigs as in Family Court proceedings, the use of videolink or pre-recorded

video evidence, and any accommodations which address an autistic person’s

sensory needs, such as the relaxation of dress codes, regular comfort/stim breaks

or access to a quiet space.

● That an autistic person’s disability and their support/access needs should be

formally recognised and communicated to Court Service staff and the judiciary

should happen before their case reaches court.

● Judges and barristers should receive appropriate information and best practices

training regarding how to communicate and engage with autistic people, as

either witnesses, defendants and plaintiffs, as well as people with all forms of

disabilities more generally.

● More accessible court environments, whether in terms of the provision of

information (such as Social Stories or Easy-to-Read), making court buildings

physically accessible to disabled people more generally, or the greater use of more

flexible court schedules to adapt to an autistic person’s access needs.

In view of the COVD-19 pandemic, are courthouses structurally suitable

to ensure social distancing and have the facilities to conduct remote

participation?

As our organisation lacks sufficiently direct experience in this regard, we cannot

immediately answer that question with specific reference to COVID-19 and the suitability

of courts to ensure social distancing.

http://nda.ie/nda-files/access-to-justice-for-people-with-disabilities-as-victims-of-crime-in-ireland1.pdf (accessed 20
Aug 2021).
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In the issue of remote participation, however, depending on the context and nature,

AsIAm believes that this would be particularly useful to include the option to provide

evidence or attend court over video link or to submit pre-recorded evidence as an

accommodation for the autism community. We note that this is already used by children

and vulnerable adults, particularly where the case may involve abuse or sexual offences,

and propose that this would be particularly helpful for making the legal system more

accessible to those on the autism spectrum. We also believe that having court sittings

involving autistic witnesses and defendants during quieter parts of the day, as well as

greater use of ‘appropriate adults’, advocates/supporters or family members, might help

make the experience of attending court less intimidating and pressurising for many

autistic people, particularly those who might be experiencing trauma.

Are there sufficient facilities/accommodations in courthouses to allow

for engagement between legal advisors and their clients?

AsIAm does not believe that those jury rooms are equipped with facilities that meet the

diversity of needs of the autism community, particularly with regards to the sensory

environment, access to accessible information, quieter rooms where both parties can

engage without any unnecessary sensory distractions.

Legal jargon and the way that certain legal practitioners speak, used both during and

outside of court settings, can also pose a significant access barrier to autistic people and

their families, as this can be confusing and difficult to follow, particularly for those

unfamiliar with the legal process. The adversarial nature of the court system, the legal

system’s emphasis on ‘orality,’ and the need to communicate verbally to participate in

court proceedings can pose significant barriers to many autistic people, particularly

those of are non-speaking (non-verbal) or partially speaking (pre-verbal), and who need

additional supports, such as the use of assistive technology or augmentative and

alternative communication to fully participate in the proceedings. How barristers

cross-examine witnesses can also be significantly intimidating to autistic people,

including the types of questions that may be asked, as well the speed and tone in which

they may ask these, and that this should also be addressed to make the legal process

more accessible to autistic people who need these supports.
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Challenging stereotypes around autism within the legal community is another issue to

be addressed to make the court process more accessible. Some of these biases can be

attributed to the uncertainty from barristers and the judiciary on how to best engage

with autistic people and their families, and on misconceptions surrounding what it is like

to be autistic on an individual basis. Some legal professionals may harbour doubts about

an autistic person’s competence or capacity to be a reliable witness, or to fully participate

in the broader legal process. Indeed, our organisation has also received anecdotal

evidence from correspondence with our community members about several incidents

whereby an autistic person’s diagnosis might even be used against them during legal

proceedings.

The UNCRPD has enshrined that all people with disabilities, including autistic people,

have the legal capacity to participate in court proceedings with the right supports put in

place. This highlights the clear need for the judiciary and the legal community to receive

full training on best practices in Autism Acceptance and Inclusion, neurodiversity and

Disability Equality Training (DET) from autistic-led and disability-led organisations and

disability rights advocates.

AsIAm recommends that:

● Formalising clear, concise information, step-by-step instructions and the

acceptance of the legal community of other forms of communication, and not

just verbal communication, will go some way to addressing some of the gaps in

communication between the legal community and autistic people and their

families.

● Providing regular, and accessible information to participants around the different

stages of hearings, how their case is going and what will happen next.

● Legal professionals should receive training on best practices on both Autism

Acceptance and Inclusion, as well as Disability Equality Training.

● Legal professionals to receive timely information on an autistic person’s access

needs.
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Are jury rooms adequate to accommodate juries who are providing a

valuable service to the State?

AsIAm does not believe that jury rooms are equipped with facilities that meet the

diversity of needs of the autism community, particularly with regards to the sensory

environment. For instance, many of the interview suites and meeting rooms use harsh

fluorescent lighting, bright colours, may be subject to background noise from

proceedings, noises from within the room itself, and there may be a lack of

accommodations that meet an autistic person’s sensory needs.

An autistic person may find it to be overwhelming, and being asked to be interviewed by

a barrister or solicitor may serve to add to the worry or distress without having additional

support or accommodations in place, particularly if jury rooms are full. Some autistic

people may also require access to things that might address their sensory needs, such as

dimmers (such as sunglasses or earplugs if needed), stim breaks, or having access to

quiet spaces or quiet parts of the building to regulate themselves, particularly when

deliberations are made. At present, few of these recommendations, if any, are in place

and all need to be addressed as a matter of urgency.

Noting that justice must be done and must be seen to be done, are there

adequate facilities for media coverage, where appropriate?

As this is not within our area of expertise, AsIAm would not be in a position to answer this

question. AsIAm notes that media coverage around court cases involving autistic

witnesses and defendants can often be sensationalised or based on outdated

preconceptions about autism, and fuel misconceptions and stereotypes that the general

public may have around autism. Whilst there may be autistic people who engage in

wrongdoing or criminal activity, being diagnosed with autism does not in itself cause

a person to commit crimes or harmful behaviour.

Our Language Guide may be helpful in terms of providing clarity on misconceptions

surrounding autism. It provides guidance around how to best cover legal proceedings

which involve autistic people, and other members of the autistic community.
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Is there sufficient IT support in courts to provide for the use of

technology in courtrooms for children and minors attending court?

As this is not within our area of expertise, AsIAm would not be in a position to answer this

question. However, all technology used should comply with best practices in digital

accessibility, including the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines, the EU Accessibility

Act, and the National Disability Authority’s Customer Communications Toolkit for the

Public Service.

Are courthouses geographically located in places that are easily

accessible for those that need to attend them?

As this is not within our area of expertise, AsIAm would not be in a position to directly

answer this question. However, we appreciate that geographic access looks very different

to people living in different parts of the country, which does have a tangible impact on

some autistic people’s ability to attend court proceedings. For this reason, AsIAm

believes that autism should also be mainstreamed into wider geographical

considerations when locating courthouses.

Is security adequate in courthouses – is there a case for the presence

of a “Court Garda”?

As this is not within our area of expertise, AsIAm would not be in a position to fully

answer this question. AsIAm believes that all Court Service staff, including Court Gardaí,

should be fully trained on Autism Understanding and Acceptance based on best

practices on autism inclusion.
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20 August 2021 

Mr. Alan Guidon, 

Clerk to the Joint Committee on Justice 

Joint Committee on Justice  

Leinster House 

Dublin 2 

Dear Mr. Guidon 

I refer to your letter of 16th July 2021 inviting the Office of Public Works (OPW) to 

make a written submission on the topic of “Courts and Courthouses”. Please see 

below our response as set out in Appendix A 

As additional context information for the members of the Committee, the OPW 

provides a range of services from architectural and engineering design to project 

management and site acquisition on behalf of the Courts Service.  This partnership, 

has delivered a wide range of courthouse buildings across the country.  These 

projects include both newly constructed buildings and the refurbishment of historic 

courthouse buildings. 

A key factor in the successful delivery of these projects over the last 20 years has 

been the production of design guidelines in the ‘Court house in Ireland Design Guide’ 

which was developed jointly by the Courts Service and the OPW.  This guide sets 

out the design and technical standards which apply to both new courthouse buildings 

and any major refurbishment works, such as space requirements, circulation, layouts 

and technical facilities associated. 

These standards have informed the design of the most recent generation of 

courthouses and are reflected in the publication ‘Ireland’s Court Houses’ jointly 

produced by the Courts Service and OPW. 

I hope the information contain here below is of assistance to you. Should you require 

any further information please do not hesitate to contact me, 

 (pp Ciaran O’Connor State Architect OPW) 

--------------------------------------- 

Yours sincerely 

Maurice Buckley 

Chairman, The Office of Public Works 
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Appendix A 
1.Are there sufficient numbers of courthouses/courtrooms throughout the 

State and are they sufficiently resourced?  

 

OPW provides design, delivery and maintenance services for building infrastructure 

on behalf of the Courts Service.  We work closely with the Courts Service to devise 

a programme of work to facilitate court proceedings for people throughout the 

country within the resources available. 

It is our understanding from our work with the Court Service that outside the Dublin 

area there is no issue with the sufficiency of courtrooms.  However, it has been 

noted that within Dublin there is a short term issue in which the supply of 

courtrooms will be a challenge. We are working with the Courts Service to develop 

a new family law centre at Hammond Lane which will provide a new supply of 

courtrooms for use within the city centre.  OPW provided this site to the Court 

Service. 

 

2. The need to maintain and modernise courthouses while acknowledging the 

importance of such buildings from an historical and heritage and economic 

perspectives;   

 

The OPW has a long and rich history in respect to the adaption and reuse of 

historic buildings within our portfolio.  Through our work in this area we have built 

up significant skills and competences in the areas of architectural design, 

conservation and refurbishment within our in-house architectural staff. This is also 

reflected in our work with the Courts Service on many heritage buildings throughout 

the country to refurbish, improve and extend these facilities. This has resulted in 

the successful delivery of a number of significant heritage projects such as 

Waterford Courthouse, Mullingar Courthouse, Kilkenny Courthouse, Monaghan 

Courthouse (RIAI Best Conservation/Restoration Project) and Anglesea Street 

Courthouse Cork (RIAI Irish Architectural Award for Innovation) 

 

The OPW also provides a maintenance service to existing court premises.  These 

works are funded by the Court Service. In addition to this programme of works, as 

part of a planned maintenance programme, the Courts Service has commenced a 

condition survey to establish the condition of the existing buildings in its portfolio.  

Arising from this survey will be a programme of costed remedial works and an 

associated planned maintenance programme moving forward. 

 

 

 

3. Whether courthouses are currently equipped to provide separate 

entrances and waiting areas for victims and the accused?  



 

Due to the restrictions imposed by existing buildings and sites, it is not always 

feasible to provide separate building entrances for victims and the accused. 

However, in the design of recent new court projects, dedicated vulnerable witness 

suites have been incorporated.  In addition dedicated victim support rooms have 

also been provided.  These support rooms can be accessed without entering the 

general public circulation.  Another key design element of the new courthouse 

projects has been the provision of segregated circulation in respect to the 

movement of accused persons, judges and jurors. 

 

4. Whether courthouses are appropriately equipped with facilities and 

interview suites particularly for those who may be considered vulnerable or 

those with visible and invisible disabilities;  

When designing courthouse projects the OPW ensures that all of these projects 

comply with the appropriate building regulations, particularly in respect to universal 

access and the requirements of people with disabilities. 

We are aware that there are existing buildings within the Court Service portfolio 

where, due to the constraints of the existing building, full universal access remains 

a challenge. 

 

5. In view of the Covid-19 pandemic, are courthouses structurally suitable to 

ensure social distancing and have the facilities to conduct remote 

participation;  

 

We are aware from our work with the Court Service that all of the court venues 

within its portfolio have been reviewed and maximum courtroom capacities, based 

on current government health advice, have been identified.  Also a Covid-19 Safety 

Management Programme has been developed and is currently in use. 

 

6. Are there sufficient facilities/accommodation in courthouses to allow for 

engagement between legal advisors and their clients?   

 

As requested by the Courts Service, where possible, the design of new and 

refurbished courthouse seeks to incorporate a ratio of at least two consultation 

rooms per courtroom. 

 

7. Are jury rooms adequate to accommodate juries who are providing a 

valuable service to the State?  

 

In line with the requirements of the Courts Service, jury rooms are designed to the 

appropriate size, include en-suite bathrooms, access to tea/coffee making facilities 

and are accessed via separate circulation routes to that of the accused persons 

and judges. 

 



 

 

8. Noting that justice must be done and must be seen to be done, are there 

adequate facilities for media coverage, where appropriate?  

 

In line with the requirements of the Courts Service, new courthouse are designed 

to include media rooms to prepare and file reports. Due to the space constraints 

present by older existing buildings reporters are accommodated with reserved 

seating.  

 

 

9. Is there sufficient IT support in courts to provide for the use of technology 

in courtrooms for children and minors attending court?  

 

Children and minors give evidence via a video link from a dedicated room separate 

from the courtroom.  The technology to facilitate this is provided by the Videolink 

Assistant Service staffed by dedicated Videolink Assistants. 

 

10. Are courthouses geographically located in places that are easily 

accessible for those that need to attend them?  

 

The geographical location of courthouses has generally evolved from historic 

locations and associations with Garda stations and gaols throughout the country. 

These locations include City, County town and District Court buildings.  The OPW 

is guided by the operational requirements of the Court Service in respect to the 

geographic location of proposed works within its building programme and the 

appropriate case load applicable. 

 

11. Is security adequate in courthouses – is there a case for the presence of a 

“Court Garda”?  

 

The OPW has worked closely with the Courts Service to define their security 

requirements in respect to the design of courthouse buildings and their environs.  

The allocation of a ‘Court Garda’ to be present during proceedings is an 

operational matter for An Garda Síochána and the Courts Service and we would be 

guided by them in this matter. 
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Submission   

from the Built Heritage Unit   

of the   

Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage 

Courts and Court Houses 

1. Summary

The Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage is of the view that the sensitive 

adaptation of these buildings to allow them to continue to serve as courthouses should be the first 

consideration. Alongside the impacts of climate change, and the focus on reuse of buildings, making 

these buildings redundant and moving an important civic function out of a town (usually to the 

periphery) can have a detrimental effect on the town centre. If the decision is made that a 

courthouse can’t continue to fulfil its original function, then we would advocate the importance of it 

continuing in public use such as a suitable community use. There are many successful examples 

throughout the country of reused courthouses.  

The Courts Service and the Department previously collaborated on an inventory and a publication on 

courthouses in the 1990s. An update of that inventory would be a useful start to assess the condition 

of the buildings and their potential for continued use as courthouses or adaptation to a new use.  

The Department would be happy to collaborate with the Courts Service in relation to same.   

2. Statutory Protection

Part IV of the Planning and Development Act 2000 gives primary responsibility to local authorities to 

identify and protect architectural heritage by including particular structures on their respective 

Records of Protected Structures (RPS).   

Many of our Court and Court House buildings would be included in the Record of Protected 

Structures and such inclusion places a duty of care on the owners and occupiers of the buildings as 

well as giving planning authorities powers to deal with any development proposals affecting them. 

The Architectural Conservation Officer in the local authority can provide advice and support in the 

conservation and reuse of historic buildings.  

3. Key Points for Consideration

Briefly some key points for consideration from a Built Heritage Perspective are 

- The collection of courthouses and courts represents an important built heritage legacy as

many of the buildings were designed by eminent architects of the day, employing the best of

traditional craftsmanship skills and using high quality materials

- This collection of building are often amongst the core buildings in Irish cities and towns and

they reflect the evolution of the legislative system in Ireland and the impact that they had on

society. The buildings encapsulate an important primary social record. The abandonment  of

court buildings and courts removes an important function and point of social interaction

within town centres that should be considered.
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- Any decision to abandon these public buildings should be carefully considered in the context 

of the above by a suitably qualified Conservation Architect Grade 1, and should be based on 

the assessment of the significance of the site, the condition of the building fabric, its 

potential for repair and upgrade and reuse.  

- With the impacts of climate change becoming more pronounced the reuse of historic 

buildings is no longer just a cultural heritage issue but also one of mitigation based on the 

well-considered reuse and adaptation of existing cultural resources due to their embodied 

energy, craftsmanship and materials.  

- There are many exemplars of good practice that can be drawn on that show how high 

quality design, repair and interventions may be considered in the context of historic 

buildings and their sites which will unlock their potential and sustain their long term use.  

 

 

Reference Material; 

Listing Ireland’s Courthouses - Listing Ireland’s Court Houses – Irish Architectural Archive (iarc.ie) 

The overall context, collection and typologies of courthouses in Ireland 

Courthouses of Ireland | The Courts Service of Ireland 

Overview of current courthouses Ireland; refurbishment, extension or replacement – owned by the 

Court service, Local Authorities and the Office of Public Works. 

 

  

Built Heritage  

Department of Housing, Local Government and Heritage 23 August 2021  

https://iarc.ie/listing-irelands-court-houses/
https://www.courts.ie/courthouses-ireland
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